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Foreword

T

he design and construction of the Interstate Highway System (IHS) is one of the most
significant and costly public works projects in the history of the United States. Given that
the 50th anniversary of the enabling legislation for the IHS occurred during 2006, it is
appropriate to reflect on the performance of the system, specifically its pavements. The
American Association of State Highway Officials (AASHO)1 Road Test was authorized by the
IHS legislation and occurred about 5 years after the legislation was enabled. It is also assessed in
light of what we know today.
Reflections on the performance of IHS pavements and lessons learned from the AASHO
Road Test were presented in two sessions organized by the Transportation Research Board
(TRB) Pavement Management section (AFD00) for the 2006 TRB Annual Meeting. The two
sessions were Session 353: Pavement Lessons from the 50-Year-Old Interstate System and
Session 470: Views on AASHO Road Test after 50 Years. Each of the presenters was requested
to prepare a manuscript for inclusion in this circular. They are included as six papers, not
necessarily in the order they were presented in the sessions. The name of each paper and a brief
summary of their content are
• Pavement Design in the Post-AASHO Road Test Era This paper outlines the
application of the Road Test results and its impact on pavement design in the United States. The
efforts under way to develop mechanistic–empirical (M-E) design procedures to replace the
AASHO Road Test based procedure are also explained. In addition, the difficulties encountered
in the development and implementation of M-E procedures and recommended future actions to
insure the success of M-E design are provided.
• AASHO Road Test Effect on Pavement Design and Evaluation after 50 Years
The AASHO Road Test construction and testing occurred from 1956 to 1961. Significant results
from the Road Test still influence pavement design worldwide, including
– Equivalent single-axle loads (ESALs),
– The serviceability–performance concept,
– Effects of layer thickness and strength, and
– Effectiveness of dowels and joint spacing.
The Road Test results are the basis for pavement design still widely applicable and
currently used. It also changed the way that people conduct pavement research by illustrating the
power of factorial experiments, high-quality data, and statistical analyses.
• What Pavement Research Was Done Following the AASHO Road Test and
What Else Could Have Been Done But Was Not The AASHO Road Test provided
significant results that led to improved pavement design following the Road Test and to an
expanded research effort by the pavement engineering community worldwide. In particular, it
resulted in the development of what is termed today M-E pavement design. Results of the Road
Test also contributed to the development of nondestructive pavement evaluation, including
overlay pavement design and to the development of pavement management concepts.
• A Historical Look at Interstate Highway System Pavements in the North
Central Region This paper focuses on the pavements constructed on the Interstate
system in the North Central region of the United States (North Central includes 13 states:
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska,
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North Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota, and Wisconsin). Included is a brief summary of the
AASHO Road Test, which was located in the North Central region and served as the basis
for the design of much of the Interstate system.
• Pavement Lessons from the 50-Year-Old Interstate Highway System: California,
Oregon, and Washington Pavements constructed for the Interstate system in the West Coast
states of California, Oregon, and Washington were examined to see what lessons could be
learned with respect to design and performance during the past 50 years. The focus was on the
performance of new or reconstructed pavement structures.
• Interstate Highway System Challenges: North Atlantic States This paper
summarizes some of the reconstruction and rehabilitation practices for Interstate pavements in
the North Atlantic States including New York, New Hampshire, Vermont, and North Carolina.
We know that you will find the information provided by the authors of interest. It was a
pleasure to work with these individuals and we sincerely appreciate their collective efforts to
conduct the sessions and prepare the papers for this circular. We also want to thank Stephen
Maher, TRB Engineer of Design, for his initiative and support in bringing this circular to
completion.
Joe P. Mahoney
Chair, 2003–2006
TRB Full Scale Accelerated Pavement Testing Committee (AFD40)
Nicolaas F. Coetzee
Chair, 2003–2006
Pavement Management Section (AFD00)

1

Renamed the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) in 1973.
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T

he AASHO Road Test was probably the most significant pavement research performed in
the 20th century. The results of the AASHO Road Test served as the basis for nearly all the
pavement designs used in the original construction of the Interstate Highway System (IHS) after
1961. When we look back on the overall performance of the pavements on the Interstate system,
we find that most of the pavements have lasted the expected 20 years while carrying traffic
volumes far in excess of those predicted at the time of design.
This paper outlines the application of the road test results and its impact on pavement
design in the United States. Efforts under way to develop mechanistic–empirical (M-E) design
procedures to replace AASHO Road Test Procedure are also provided, including the difficulties
encountered in the development and implementation of M-E procedures and recommended
future actions to insure the success of M-E design.
THE BEGINNING
The AASHO Road Test was the last of a series of road tests conducted by state highway
agencies and the Bureau of Public Road starting in the 1920s (1). The primary purpose of the
road tests was to determine the relationship between axle loading and pavement structure on
pavement performance. This knowledge was needed to assist in the design of pavements, to
provide an engineering basis for establishing maximum axle load limits, and to provide a basis
for the allocation of highway user taxation
The AASHO Operating Committee on Design was assigned the responsibility of
developing pavement design procedures based on the findings of the AASHO Road Test. During
the early stages of the road test, a subcommittee on pavement design practices was formed to
accomplish this task. This subcommittee, working with the AASHO Road Test research team,
developed the AASHO Interim Guide for the Design of Flexible Pavement Structures (2) and the
AASHO Interim Guide for the Design of Rigid Pavement Structures (3). The Interim Guides for
flexible and rigid pavements were completed in October 1961 and April 1962, respectively, and
were issued as separate documents. Originally the Interim Guides were to be tested during a 1year trial period in parallel with existing state procedures. Therefore the guides were not
formally published. Rather the original typed manuscripts were copied using the relatively crude
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techniques available in 1962. Many of the original copies of the guides were mimeographed
copies and have faded to the point that they can no longer be read.
At the end of the 1-year evaluation period it was determined that revisions were not
required at that time (4). However, the Interim Guide was not formally published until its first
revision in 1972. In retrospect, the implementation of the road test findings was an outstanding
achievement for two primary reasons: (1) the Interim Design Guides were issued less than 2
years after the last traffic loadings were applied to the test section on November 30, 1960, and
(2) the fundamental relationships included in the original Interim Guides have endured to the
present time. The performance relationships contained in the Interim Guide along with the design
nomographs are described in a paper presented at the May 1962 Conference on the AASHO
Road Test in St. Louis, Missouri (5).
The design procedures presented in the guides are based on the general AASHO Road
Test equations that relate the loss in pavement serviceability to the pavement structural section
and load applications. The pavement serviceability concept developed at the road test is a
measure of the ability at the time of observation of a pavement to serve the traffic that uses the
facility. At the road test, the concept of serviceability evolved from the concept that the prime
function of a pavement was to serve the traveling public (6). Since serviceability is a subjective
rating, as part of the Road Test, a panel of raters consisting of both truck and automobile drivers
were used to rate 138 sections of pavement in three different states (7). They rated each section
on the following scale: (0–1) very poor, (1–2) poor, (2–3) fair, (3–4) good, and (4–5) very good.
These numerical ratings were referred to as the present serviceability rating (PSR). At the same
time the pavements were being rated by the panels, road test crews were making physical
measurements of the pavement condition. These measurements included longitudinal roughness
(profile) of all pavements and cracking, patching, and rutting of flexible pavements, and
cracking, spalling, and patching of rigid pavements. With regression analysis, a relationship was
developed to predict a present serviceability index (PSI) based on the physical measurements of
the pavement. At the road test physical measurements were made on the test sections, and the
present service index was predicted for each section at 2-week intervals (6).
Pavement performance is the overall appraisal of the serviceability history of a pavement.
Thus the performance of a pavement may be described by observations of its serviceability at the
completion of construction and at the end of selected time periods subsequent to completion.
The overall concept of the AASHO pavement design procedure is to provide a pavement
structure that is adequate in thickness, composition, and quality to ensure the pavement section
does not reach a terminal serviceability level during its design life. Terminal serviceability
defines a pavement that is considered unacceptable by the highway user. The value for terminal
serviceability used in the design procedure was also based on user input. At the road test, in
addition to providing a rating of 0 to 5, each panel member was to indicate whether the pavement
was acceptable. In the design procedure a terminal serviceability index value of 2.5 was selected
for Interstates and 2.0 for all other roads. The selection of these terminal index values was
validated by a study conducted in the late fall and early winter of 1961 to 1962. Three teams
inspected 134 pavements in 35 states that were scheduled for resurfacing in the summer of 1962.
For each pavement section, the PSI was predicted. Since all of the pavements were scheduled for
rehabilitation this was considered their terminal serviceability. The average terminal
serviceability was 2.2 for rigid pavements on the primary highway system and 2.1 for flexible
pavements on the primary system, and 1.9 for pavements on the secondary system (8).
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Traffic is input into the design procedure as the average daily 18-kip equivalent single-axle
loads (ESALs) that will occur over a 20-year design period. This is accomplished by converting
each axle load in mixed traffic to an equivalent number of ESALs. The factors developed to
convert an axle to its ESAL are based on relationships of pavement performance to application of
axle loads of fixed magnitude which were developed at the road test.
At the time of the introduction of the AASHO design procedure, calculators and personal
computers (PCs) had not been introduced. Pavement thickness design calculations were generally
performed using design charts. The AASHO procedure was implemented through the use of
nomographs. Figure 1 illustrates the nomograph used for the thickness design of flexible
pavements to be constructed on the Interstate system.
Since the road test was conducted on one subgrade type and in a single climate, provisions
were included for accommodating different subgrades and climates. The total structural section of
a flexible pavement section may consist of a subbase, base, and the asphalt surface. This was
represented by the structural number (SN) in the following relationship:
SN = a1D1 + a2D2 + a3D3
where
a1, a2, and a3 = coefficients determined at the road test and
D1, D2, and D3 = thickness of the bituminous surface coarse, base layer, and subbase layer,
respectively, in inches.
The values of the coefficients for the Road Test materials were a1 (plant mix, high stability
= 0.44), a2 (crushed stone = 0.14), and a3 (sandy gravel = 0.11).
The point where a line drawn from the SN and traffic repetitions intersected the soil
support line was given a value of 3. Loop 4 at the Road Test had a heavy crushed-stone base and it
was determined that the subgrade soils had negligible impact on the performance of the loop. The
point where a line for the Loop 4 performance intersected the soil support line was assigned a
value of 10. A linear scale was assumed between 10 and 3 and extended to 0. Correlation charts
were then developed between soil support value and R-value and California bearing ratio (CBR)
tests and the group index. The regional factor was included the design procedure to permit an
adjustment in design because of changes in the climatic and environmental conditions. The 1961
Interim Guide states that “at present, there is no way to determine the regional factor directly. It
must be estimated by analyzing the duration of certain typical conditions during an annual period.”
The Interim Guide presented a method for developing an average regional factor at a
project site on the basis of the time period during the year that the roadbed soil was frozen, dry, or
saturated. The Interim Guide recommended that in general the regional factor be between 3.0 and
0.5 for conditions in the United States
The development of all of the design factors are more fully described in the reports on the
Road Test (5, 6).
Figure 2 presents the nomograph developed for the design of rigid pavements to be
constructed on the Interstate system.
At the AASHO Road Test, the modulus of elasticity of the concrete, Ec; the modulus of
rupture of the concrete, Sc; the modulus of subgrade reaction K; environmental conditions; life both
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FIGURE 1 Design chart for flexible pavements on the Interstate system.

FIGURE 2 Design chart for design of rigid pavements on the Interstate system.
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equations did an excellent job of linearizing the Road Test measurements. The Spangler equation for
corner stresses was selected for use because of its simplicity (3, 5, 9). The Spangler equation
provides a relationship between maximum tensile stress and load transfer at the joint, wheel load,
slab thickness, Young’s modulus of elasticity for concrete, modulus of subgrade reaction, and
Poisson’s ratio for concrete. The resulting procedure for the design of rigid pavements uses the
AASHO Road Test equation with necessary modifications based on Spangler’s theory added to it.
The Interim Guide was subsequently revised in 1972 (4). The basic design methods and
procedures contained in the 1962 version of the guide were not changed in the 1972 revisions.
Rather, explanatory material was added to facilitate implementation of the guide and overlay design
procedures commonly in use were presented. In addition, both the rigid- and flexible-design
procedures were incorporated into one published document.
In 1981, a revised Chapter III: Guide for the Design of Rigid Pavement was incorporated into
the AASHTO Interim Guide for Design of Pavement Structures 1972 (10). In the original Guide, the
working stress for concrete was 0.75 times the expected 28-day modulus of rupture. In the 1981
revision, a safety factor of safety “C” was added to the procedure, where the working stress was
equal to the expected 28-day modulus of rupture divided by C. For most conditions 1.33 was the
recommended value for C. However, a C factor of up to 2.0 was recommended for freeways and
other high-volume facilities where closing of a lane for possible rehabilitation would cause capacity
problems. The use of a safety factor of 2.0 was expected to add 1 or 2 in. of pavement thickness.
In 1986 a significant revision was made to the guide, however, the procedure was still based
on the performance equations developed at the AASHO Road Test (11). The revision to the guide
included consideration of the following 14 items:
1. Reliability.
2. AASHTO Test T-274, resilient modulus for roadbed soils, was recommended as the
definitive test for characterizing soil support.
3. The resilient modulus test was recommended as a procedure for determining layer
coefficients in flexible pavement design.
4. Provisions were included for considering subsurface drainage.
5. Environmental factors such as frost heave, swelling soils, and thaw weakening were
considered.
6. Provided procedures for the design of rigid pavements with tied shoulders or widened
outside lanes.
7. Provided a method for considering the effects of subbase erosion under rigid pavements.
8. Information was provided on life-cycle cost analysis (LCCA).
9. A major section on rehabilitation was added.
10. Background information was provided on pavement management.
11. Load equivalency values were extended to heavier loads and terminal serviceability
levels up to 3.0.
12. Extensive information for calculating ESALs was provided.
13. A design catalogue for design of low-volume roads was included.
14. A chapter discussing the state of knowledge of M-E design was included.
The adoption of the 1986 Guide for Design of Pavement Structures was the first version of
the guide not to be labeled as interim. While the 1986 guide still contained nomographs, issuance of
the 1986 guide coincided with the widespread introduction of PCs into the workplace. In June of
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1987 AASHTO announced the availability of DNPS86/PCTM, A Personal Computer Program for
New Pavement Design. DNPS86/PC was a software program developed for AASHTO that
incorporated many of the pavement design concepts and procedures presented in the 1986 guide. In
1991, AASHTO issued improved and updated software for pavement design called DARWin. Since
its initial release in 1991, DARWin has undergone three major upgrades. The latest version,
DARWin 3.1, is designed for the Windows 95, 98, 2000, and NT operating systems. Some features
included in the current version of DARWin are on-the-fly unit conversion, enhanced project file
management, combined material and pay-item libraries, enhanced pavement deflection data
processing and analysis, enhanced graphical outputs, including pavement cross section, project cash
flow diagrams, and pavement deflection profiles. DARWin 3.1 is divided into four modules, each of
which addresses a specific item in the overall pavement design process. Collectively, these modules
can be used to design and compare alternative pavement designs: flexible structural design, rigid
structural design, overlay design, and life-cycle cost. The introduction of pavement design software
has made the use of design nomographs obsolete.
In 1993 a revision to the 1986 guide was issued, containing modifications to the overlay
design procedure (12).
In 1998 a Supplement to the AASHTO Guide for Design of Pavement Structures, Part II,
Rigid Pavement Design and Rigid Joint Design was issued (13). This supplement was developed
with data from the long-term pavement performance (LTPP) program to incorporate loss of support,
improved selection of the modulus of subgrade reaction (k), and the effects of joint spacing on midpanel cracking.
SIMPLICITY: THE KEY TO FULL-SCALE IMPLEMENTATION
IN A SHORT PERIOD
While the AASHO guide was a very simple procedure to apply, it was a giant step forward in
pavement design. The guide filled an important need at a critical time in United States history: the
design of economical and structurally adequate pavements for the IHS. The AASHO Design
Committee issued the Guide 1962 for a 1-year trial period to be used in parallel with their existing
procedures. After the trial period, no reason was found to revise the guides and they were retained
without modification (4). Further, the pavement procedure used in the United States through 2006
was based on the AASHO Road Test equations.
During the time period following the AASHO Road Test, the most pressing issue facing
highway agency managers was the completion of the IHS. Staffing and resources for activities not in
direct support completing the Interstate system were greatly reduced in many agencies. This, coupled
with the early success of the AASHO guide, led to a reduction in highway agency research in the
area of pavement design. A major loss caused by the movement of the states away from pavement
research was not completing the satellite road studies. One of the key recommendations made at the
completion of the AASHO Road Test was to perform a series of satellite road studies. The purpose
of these studies was to provide guidance on determining appropriate corrections to designs based on
climate and foundation differences between the various states and the AASHO Road Test site. These
studies were described as relatively small road tests in different parts of the country. These studies
were to consider variables not included in the AASHO Road Test (base type, subgrade types) (6).
The simplicity of the AASHO pavement design procedure may also have given agency
managers the false impression that pavement design was not as technically challenging as other civil
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engineering specialty areas. As a result, during the 1960s and 1970s many agencies reduced the
resources devoted to the development or employment of pavement engineering professionals. Many
civil engineers with pavement-related advanced degrees (MS and PhD) tended to be employed either
by a limited number of private consultants specializing in pavement engineering or university
research centers. Also, during that time period, most pavement design research was performed by
private consultants and universities.
This does not mean that pavement design research was not being undertaken in the United
States. As discussed by Monismith et.al. (14), there was a considerable amount of research underway
in the area of M-E analysis procedures at the academic level. This work is well documented in the
Proceedings of the International Conferences—Design of Asphalt Pavements and the Proceedings of
the International Conferences on Concrete Pavement Design, held on a 5-year cycle since 1967 and
1977, respectively. Research on asphalt pavement design is also published in the annual proceeding
of the Association of Asphalt Paving Technologists.
DISPARITY BETWEEN DAY-TO-DAY DESIGNS AND
THE NEED FOR PERFORMANCE PREDICTION MODELS
While many advances were being made in gaining an understanding of pavement performance,
particularly at the university research level, little new design technology was being implemented at
the operational level. During the 1960s and 1970s a communications gulf developed between the
pavement designers in the states and the pavement researchers. One example of this gulf is the
VESYS program, which was developed in the late 1970s under sponsorship of FHWA and
continually updated through the 1980s (15). This pavement evaluation and design program for
flexible pavements was never implemented at the practicing design level.
More important, little to no materials characterization testing was required to support
pavement design using the AASHTO Design Guide procedure, while fundamental tests are required
to use the mechanistic-based procedures. This disparity in materials testing between purely empirical
and mechanistic-based methods only increased the gap in use. Thus, use of M-E methods stayed on
the research sidelines and was not generally implemented.
An additional barrier to design innovation may have been the decision of the Bureau of
Public Roads (BPR) to issue a policy requiring all pavement designs on the IHS be designed in
accordance with the AASHO Interim Guide. This requirement arose from the Federal-Aid Highway
Act of 1956, which called for uniform geometric and construction standards for the Interstate system.
The BPR and, subsequently FHWA, zealously guarded this requirement to ensure completion of the
Interstate system in a timely and uniform manner.
THE FUTURE: REPLACING SIMPLE EMPIRICAL DESIGN PROCEDURES WITH
MORE COMPLEX METHODS
We have again reached an important milestone in the development of pavement design technology in
the United States: the replacement of the largely empirical AASHO Road Test pavement design
procedures with M-E analysis and design techniques. The development of M-E procedures has
followed a difficult path and still faces many hurdles before it is fully adopted by AASHTO.
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Following the development of the AASHTO Guide for Design of Pavement Structures in
1986, it was apparent that improved pavement design procedures based on M-E design
procedures were needed. A number of problems were identified with the existing AASHTO
procedure, including the following:
• The data set used to develop the AASHO Road Test performance equations was
based on traffic loadings of approximately 10 million 18-kip ESALs. Today many pavements are
being designed to carry loadings in excess of 100 million 18-kip ESALs during their design
lives. Designs based on projections this far outside the data set must be considered highly
unreliable. In many cases, thicknesses of pavements designed using the AASHTO procedures are
much thicker than those predicted using rudimentary M-E procedures.
• There are minimal materials inputs into the existing design procedure, particularly as
relates to flexible pavement design. This does not allow improvements and changes in materials
properties to by fully considered in the design procedure.
The 1986 guide included a Part IV providing a brief overview outlining a framework for
the development and implementation of a M-E design procedure. As a result, in 1987 NCHRP
Project 01-26: Calibrated Mechanistic Structural Analysis Procedures for Pavements was
awarded. This project was completed in 1992; however, it was determined not to go forward
with implementation efforts at that time and the report was never published (16).
By 1996 it was becoming imperative that a new design procedure be developed that
would include procedures for addressing pavement rehabilitation. NCHRP Project 01-37:
Development of the 2002 Guide for the Design of New and Rehabilitated Pavement Structures
was awarded in December of 1996. This project was the initial step in the process of developing
a new pavement design process. The project developed a draft plan for developing the design
process and served as the basis for NCHRP Project 01-37A: Development of the 2002 Guide for
the Design of New and Rehabilitated Pavement Structures: Phase II, which was awarded
February 1, 1998, and completed February 28, 2004. The objective of this project was to develop
and deliver a guide for design of new and rehabilitated pavement structures based on M-E
principles using existing models and databases (17).
Project 1-37A was one of the largest projects ever funded by the NCHRP. The design
procedure developed under the project was a giant leap forward from existing practice. The
complexity of the process presented a major challenge to both the researchers and the NCHRP
project panel overseeing the work. One of the major challenges was bridging the gulf between
the agency practicing engineer and the research community on what constituted a state-of-the-art
M-E design procedure. Factors that contributed to this gulf included
• The simplicity of the existing procedure and the relative inexperience of the highway
agency community in the application of M-E design procedures; and
• The apparent simplicity of the limited number existing M-E design procedures.
This was compounded by a lack of uniform interpretation of the requirement to use
existing models and databases and by an underestimation of the difficulties that would be
encountered when trying to apply them. Most of the existing models had only limited usage in
specific climatic regions with average lifetime materials properties used as inputs. When varying
materials properties and climatic conditions were applied, some of the models gave erroneous
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results. Regardless of the problems encountered, Project 1-37A was completed in 2004 and has
entered the implementation process. The Project 1-37A M-E design process presents a
significant improvement over earlier M-E processes such as those developed by the Portland
Cement Association, Asphalt Institute, University of Minnesota, and Illinois Department of
Transportation. The 1-37A procedure is the first to use incremental damage accumulation. The
incremental damage process provides the capacity to accumulate damage on a monthly or semimonthly basis over the design period. The integrated climatic model is used to estimate climatic
conditions for each increment of the time that is used in accumulating damage. These estimates
of climatic conditions are used to estimate changes in materials properties for each increment. In
addition, the 1-37A procedure includes models for estimating the changes in materials properties
due to aging. Traffic loadings are estimated for each increment, and where appropriate,
differences in daytime and nighttime traffic can be considered
The 1-37A process is iterative in that it evaluates trial design sections and materials to
determine if they meet the threshold distresses, set by the agency, over the design period.
The following factors and actions impact the acceptance and schedule for adoption of the
M-E guide developed in Project 1-37A (18):
• The analysis process presented in the M-E guide represents a radical change in the
way pavements are analyzed and designed.
• Implementation will require a significant commitment of resources to be successful.
• Implementation will require a change in the way highway agencies approach
pavement engineering.
• The M-E guide is not a cookbook that can be applied by inexperienced engineers.
• The user will need an understanding of pavement performance.
• Agencies will need to develop engineers with a specialization in pavement
engineering.
• Implementation will require close coordination between materials, construction traffic
data collection, and design.
ACTION PLAN FOR THE FUTURE
The implementation and continued development of a M-E pavement design procedures is going
to require a significant commitment of resources by highway program managers. When
considering benefits of adopting improved pavement engineering practices it is important to
consider the amount of money being spent on highway pavements. In 2002, highway agencies
had capital outlays totaling $46.3 billion (19). The distribution of capital outlays is shown in
Figure 3. As indicated in the figure, 55%, or approximately $25 billion, annually go to
pavement-related work on 3R, major widening, reconstruction, and new construction projects.
Prudent management requires that sound pavement design processes be used in the development
of these projects to insure the most efficient use of the limited resources available.
It should be pointed out that the cost of capital improvements does not include the cost to
the highway user for delays incurred during the reconstruction and maintenance of highway
pavements. In 1997 FHWA estimated congestion delay cost ranging between $181.6 and $16.3
billion with a midrange estimate of highway congestion of $61.7 billion (20). FHWA estimates
that 10% of highway congestion is caused by highway construction (21).
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BENEFITS OF THE M-E DESIGN METHOD: IS IT WORTH THE INVESTMENT?
A hypothetical presentation of the observed performance of current pavement designs could be
expected to follow the solid line shown in Figure 4. One of the prime reasons for the premature
failures is the inability to incorporate variations in materials and construction into the design
procedure. In the current flexible design procedure, the only material property incorporated is the
loosely defined coefficient a. This problem results from the fact that variation in material quality
was not a primary experimental variable included in the AASHO Road Test. Another observed
problem with current designs is the large variation in performance life in relation to design life.
This variation is to be expected because of the large extrapolation of the road test data.
The M-E design procedures will provide the tools for the designer to evaluate the effect
of variations in materials on pavement performance. M-E procedures will provide a rational
relationship between construction and materials specification and the design of the pavement
structure. It will also provide the tools required to evaluate the effects of changes that occur
during construction. Since the mechanistic procedure will be able to account better for climate,
aging, today’s materials, and today’s vehicle loadings, variation in performance in relation to
design life should be reduced and thus allow the agency manager to make better decisions based
on life-cycle cost and cash flow.

Enviromental Enhancements
3%

Traffic Control Systems
2%
Safety
3%

Row & Engineering
20%

Bridge
17%

New Construction
12%

3R
19%

Relocation
2%

Major Widening
5%

Reconstruction
17%

FIGURE 3 Distribution of capital outlays by state highway agencies, 2002.

Percent of Projects Rehabilitated
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FIGURE 4 Performance of existing pavement designs

ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT: STRUCTURE TO MEET FUTURE GOALS
To utilize advanced M-E design procedures effectively, highway agencies will need to
incorporate pavement engineering divisions within the department that are staffed by career
pavement engineering specialists. These specialists will need to be developed through a
combination of on-the-job experience and post-graduate education. This will be a long-term
commitment by the agency, since development of experienced and competent staff will take
time. Bridge engineering and geotechnical staff development provide good models to follow in
the development of pavement engineering staff.
To facilitate the continued development and implementation of improved M-E pavement
design and analysis tools, it is recommended that the states work with AASHTO on the creation
of a subcommittee for pavements. Pavements represent the largest single capital expenditure by
state highway agencies. It is important that all of the states participate in the development and
implementation of pavement engineering tools. Although the Lead State Program created by
FHWA is a step toward implementation and adoption, it is only the initial step in the process.
Further, it is important that each state pavement engineer have the opportunity to meet with peers
at annual meetings of the subcommittee. The current AASHTO organization using the joint task
force approach does not allow participation of all states in the process.
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PERFORMANCE DATA NEEDS: MONITORING AND UNDERSTANDING
PAVEMENT PERFORMANCE
Historical pavement performance data are a critical need in the development and implementation
of M-E pavement analysis and design procedures. In the M-E process, modeling is used to
predict pavement distresses on the basis of climatic, materials, vehicle loading, and pavement
layer thickness. Therefore, it is essential that the types of distress occurring, where they
originate, and how the progress is identified.
Performance data to confirm the accuracy of the design methods can come from three
data sources: roadway test sections using actual truck traffic (LTPP, MnRoads, etc.), advanced
passenger train (APT) facilities using full-scale test tracks (WesTrack, NCAT), and APT
facilities using simulated truck loadings (FHWA, Florida, and Louisana APTs).
Over the years, much progress has been made in the identification and cataloging of
visible pavement distress. The LTPP is an excellent example of detailed monitoring of the
manifestation of pavement distress over time. However, as detailed as the LTPP distress
identification and monitoring program was, significant problems arose when using the data to
develop the M-E procedures under NCHRP Project 1-37A. The greatest problems were
encountered during the development of the flexible pavement analysis and design procedures.
While the LTPP database provided good data on the extent and severity of pavement cracking,
there was no indication as to whether observed cracking originated at the top or bottom of the
pavement layer. At the beginning of the project, the generally accepted assumption in classical
M-E analysis was that most load-related cracking originated at the bottom of the pavement.
However, detailed studies where trenching and coring of cracks was performed were beginning
to show that a significant amount of wheelpath cracking was surface initiated (22). Since the
LTPP program did not call for or allow any destructive testing within the section, it was
impossible from the data to determine the origination of the cracks.
Similarly, it was the desire of the research team to predict permanent deformation
(rutting) in each of the pavement layers. However, only the surface measurement of pavement
deformation was available. As a result, many months of trial and error work was required to
develop a procedure that would predict deformation each layer whose sum equaled the total
measured on the surface.
These examples are provided not as a criticism of the LTPP program, but rather to
highlight the importance of understanding failure mechanisms before embarking on a pavement
distress measurement program.
An important aspect of the implementation of an M-E procedure is the calibration to local
conditions. State highway agencies have been undertaking the development and implementation
of pavement management systems (PMS) for more than 30 years. These systems generally
include the gathering of pavement distress data on a routine basis. It was hoped that the PMS
distress data could be used in the local calibration efforts.
FHWA undertook a project in 2001 (23) to examine how existing pavement management
data and materials construction data in various state highway agencies could be used to evaluate
the performance of new materials and concepts and to validate new design methods. One of the
most significant findings of the study was “at the present time, most of the states visited don’t
have an appropriate electronic format for other required materials and construction data needed
for the evaluation analysis.”
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It can be expected that significant resources will be required to develop the pavement
monitoring systems required to calibrate and implement M-E procedures.
FUTURE RESEARCH REQUIREMENTS
The implementation of M-E analysis and design procedures will require a continuing long-term
commitment to research. It would be reasonable to expect a level of effort and time frame
equivalent to that required to implement the Superpave® asphalt mixture design system will be
required to implement M-E design. This research can be placed in three categories: improved
computational procedures, improved materials testing and characterization, and development of
improved performance models.
Improved Computational Procedures
The rapid evolution of the computation capability of PCs is one of the primary factors that make
M-E procedures possible today. To illustrate the advances in PC technology, at the first meeting
of the 1-37A research team and the project panel in February 1998, a principle item of discussion
was the need for a manual solution of the M-E procedure for those agencies that did not have
access to a computer.
We are now reaching another turning point in the application of complex and specialized
software. With the advent of the connectivity provided by high-speed broadband Internet
connections, there may not be a need to develop software that will be operated on individual
PCs. Rather, the software could be installed on a central computer that is specifically configured
to provide optimum computational speed. Registered users supply the input data and receive the
output via the Internet. A further advantage of having the software on a central computer is the
ease of installing updates and corrections to the code.
An important computational process that must ultimately be addressed is the
development of a finite element (FE) procedure that can be easily applied to flexible design and
back-calculation analysis. While there is an FE process included in the 1-37A procedure, the
power of the PC is not adequate to make the procedure applicable to routine use. The use of FE
procedures is necessary to evaluate fully stress sensitivity in unbound layers, to evaluate the
effects of damage on material response, and to couple the different distress mechanisms such as
fracture and distortion.
In a November 1997 General Accounting Office (GAO) report (24) to the U.S. Secretary
of Transportation included the following recommendation:
To better assist states in designing safer, longer lasting, and more cost-effective
new, reconstructed, and overlay highway pavement structures, we recommend
that the Secretary of Transportation direct the Administrator, FHWA, to ensure
that nonlinear 3D-FEM is considered in the current update of the pavement design
guide.
FHWA made a commitment to pursue 3D FE analysis in the 1-37A project. The research
team and project panel both agreed that in incorporation of 3D FE analysis was not feasible
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under the scope of the project. However, as computation power of PCs increase, honoring
FHWA’s commitment to the GAO is a worthy long-term objective.
Improved Materials Testing and Characterization
M-E structural response model require materials inputs that use test procedures that were not
routinely performed by transportation agencies in the past. In addition the material
characterizations must reflect changes in material properties due to both aging and climatic
events and seasons. These material properties include
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Poisson’s ratio for each layer,
Elastic modulus for each layer,
Creep compliance of hot-mix asphalt (HMA) mixtures,
Tensile strength of HMA mixtures,
Coefficient of thermal contraction and expansion,
Temperature gradient in the pavement section, and
Moisture gradient of in-place portland cement concrete (PCC) slabs.

SHRP and subsequent implementation projects at FHWA and NCHRP have made major
improvements in the area of materials testing. Areas identified where additional improvements
are needed in measurement of HMA properties include
•
•
•
•

Dynamic modulus for asphalt concrete (AC) mixtures,
Resilient modulus for granular materials,
Permanent deformation properties of HMA and granular materials, and
Fracture properties of HMA mixtures.

One of the recommendations contained in the final report for Project NCHRP 1-37A (25)
was the need to improve methods for estimating key PCC materials and construction factors, for
inclusion in the analysis process. These include
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Measures of strength and its gain over time,
Elastic modulus and its gain over time,
Cement content and type,
Thermal coefficient of expansion,
Relative drying shrinkage over time,
Zero-stress temperature after placement, and
Permanent curl/warp equivalent temperature difference.

Development of Improved Performance Models
The final report for Project NCHRP 1-37A (25) listed the following areas where improvements
in models were needed:
•

Climatic modeling (particularly variations in subgrade moisture),
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Design reliability,
Smoothness models,
Top-down cracking prediction model,
Permanent deformation (rutting) model for HMA pavements,
Reflective cracking model for HMA overlays, and
Crack deterioration model for continuously reinforced concrete pavement (CRCP).

CONCLUSION
The AASHO Road Test provided the needed technology for the original construction of the
Interstate system. Today there is a far greater understanding of the performance of pavement
systems. This coupled with increased highway loadings, improvements in highway materials,
and a shift in focus from new construction to rehabilitation shows the need for adoption of M-E
pavement analysis and design procedures. Several key points conveyed in this paper are (a)
pavements consume a significant portion of capital outlays made by highway transportation, (b)
agencies should provide resources needed for design of pavements that are reflective of their
large capital costs, and (c) the development of rational pavement design procedures is still in its
infancy and will require significant resources (and patience) to complete.
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T

he AASHO Road Test, possibly the largest and most successful controlled civil engineering
experiment ever undertaken, was conducted about 50 years ago. The results of the study are
still widely used across the world. There were several things that made the Road Test successful,
primarily the vision of Bill Carey, then associate director of the Highway Research Board
(HRB); Walt McKendrick, chief of the Road Test; and Paul Irick, the project statistician, as well
as the support of Fred Burgraaf, then director of HRB; Ted Holmes, director of research and
planning for the Bureau of Public Roads (BPR); Alf Johnson, executive secretary of AASHO;
and Frank Turner, chief engineer of the BPR. Carey and McKendrick carefully selected a good
staff and allowed that staff to do good work.
Significant results from the Road Test still govern pavement design worldwide including
(a) equivalent single-axle loads (ESALs), (b) the serviceability–performance concept, (c) effects
of layer thickness and strength, and (d) effectiveness of dowels and joint spacing. The Road Test
results are the basis for pavement design still widely applicable and currently used. It also
changed the way that people conduct pavement research by illustrating the power of factorial
experiments, high-quality data, and statistical analysis.
EVALUATION AFTER 50 YEARS
The AASHO Road Test was conducted about 50 years ago (1956–1961) in Ottawa, Illinois. It is
possibly the largest and most successful controlled civil engineering experiment ever undertaken.
The results of the study are still widely used across the world.
Several things made the Road Test successful, and nearly all of them were related to the
people in charge. The original planning was done by Bill Carey, then associate director of the
HRB; Fred Burgraaf, then director of the HRB; and Ted Holmes, director of research and
planning for BPR. They were supported by Alf Johnson, executive secretary of AASHO (later to
become AASHTO), and Frank Turner, chief engineer of the BPR. This group laid out the
17
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questions they needed to answer and then turned the work over to Bill Carey, Walt McKendrick,,
and a carefully selected Road Test staff. They then allowed that staff to do their work.
Some 40 years later an attempt was made by pavement researchers to extend the work of
the AASHO Road Test through the SHRP. The field conditions, data collection methods and
program goals were not the same. As such, the results from SHRP and the ensuing LTPP cannot
really be considered an extension of the AASHO Road Test results. A different set of results
were achieved, including the Superpave design mix. In a sense, this makes the results of the
AASHO Road Test even more historically relevant.
PEOPLE WHO MADE IT HAPPEN
By any standard, the Road Test was a remarkable project and its lasting effect is even more
remarkable. Most of what has been written about the AASHO Road Test has and continues to
relate to its contributions to the body of knowledge for design and performance of pavements.
What was there about the AASHO Road Test that caused it to be of such wide interest, nationally
and internationally, with results accepted and applied worldwide? In the 1950s, Congress had
approved funds for a massive construction program referred to as the Interstate Defense
Highway System. After World War II engineers were looking for better pavement design and
performance information in the face of ever-increasing size and number of trucks to transport
freight, and administrators were willing to support research to solve those problems.
Engineers realized that pavement design needed to be upgraded, time was of the essence,
and administrators agreed to fund field trials that could produce results rapidly and test roads
seemed one answer. While a series of test roads were originally planned, and one was completed
using conventional asphalt concrete (AC) surfacing (WASHO Test Road in Idaho), a decision
was made to proceed with a single large project including both rigid and flexible surfacing as
well as bridges. A great deal of the credit for the project rests with the top administrators of
AASHO, BPR (FHWA), U. S. Department of Defense, and HRB who were responsible for
organizing and planning the project and with those groups that were represented on the various
advisory committees and panels, including the American Petroleum Industry, American
Trucking Industry, Automobile Manufacturers Association, academia, private consultants, and
the tire industry—virtually the entire transportation industry. A complete list of participants can
be found in seven Special Reports issued by HRB (Special Report 62). An important group of
advisors were included in the technical advisory committees and panels created to provide input
on everything from construction, maintenance, finance, instrumentation, statistics, data analysis,
and performance ratings. The inclusion of this extremely wide representation helped to give the
results credibility when they were published in 1962. Added to this credibility factor was the
AASHO Road Test Conference in May 1962, at which time an additional report was issued by
the Road Test staff and participating groups to provide potential applications of the results and
an opportunity for critical comments and discussion of the staff analysis from potential users of
the Road Test analysis and reports (Special Report 73).
An extremely important part of the equation leading to the credibility of findings and
acceptance and application of results was the exceptional staff assembled by the HRB to do the
hands-on work necessary to achieve assigned goals. The following sections present some
personal comments and impressions to help readers appreciate “who were those guys that helped
turn a dream into reality and finish an important job.”
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Project Staff
Walter “Walt” McKendrick, Jr.
As project director, McKendrick was responsible for the overall operation of the project.
McKendrick had years of experience with the Delaware State Highway Department rising to the
position of chief engineer before taking on the lead managerial role on the Road Test. He served
as the primary representative to the “outside world” during the testing phase. One of the
stipulations specified by AASHO was not to release data or analysis from the project until the
traffic testing had been completed and the results analyzed by the project staff. One very
important goal established by AASHO was to achieve at least 1 million load applications on each
of the test sections. This goal became so important that the number of test vehicles (trucks) was
increased in January 1960 and operations were increased from 6 days a week to 7. Traffic
operated 18 h a day, rotating around the clock; thus pavement maintenance, the huge amount of
routine measurements and special studies needed to be completed during that 6-h rest period.
Special studies, in particular, became a problem at times on both the flexible and rigid test
sections as they involved installing and calibrating various transducers needed for measurements
or special equipment to make the measurements and the field staff would complain that 6 h was
not sufficient time. Walt was sympathetic and would simply say, “Take all the time you want but
in 6 h the trucks will be back on their way.” His effort to make everyone on the project feel
valuable created an atmosphere of trust and success. Walt loved to hunt and play cards and was
good at both. Walt went on to work for the Portland Cement Association (PCA) and finished his
career with FHWA as director of international programs. He died in 2003.
William “Bill” Carey, Jr.
William “Bill” Carey, Jr., as chief engineer for research, was primarily responsible for the
research effort associated with all phases of the project. Carey was a person with a great
imagination and willingness to listen to the staff ideas and solutions. He was one of the main
reasons that there was a spirit of cooperation among the working staff. Bill’s efforts are reflected
in the seven volumes of a Special Report issued by HRB summarizing findings and possibilities.
Bill had been the project director on the WASHO Test Road and brought that experience to the
AASHO Road Test. Well liked and respected by the staff, Bill helped to bring the working staff
together as a team, sometimes under very difficult working conditions. One legacy he will be
remembered for was the development of a relatively simple profilometer to measure pavement
profile; named the CHLOE profilometer after its developers: Carey, Huckins, Leathers, and
“other engineers.” Bill played bridge and was a better-than-average golfer, but research was his
hobby. He went on to become the director of HRB later renamed the Transportation Research
Board (TRB). He died in 1994.
The next tier of staff was remarkable because individually they were so different in
personality and backgrounds but worked together as a team, a trademark of the AASHO Road
Test staff. Yet there was a certain amount of friendly competition between the two groups; e.g.,
the flexible pavement staff complained (jokingly) that all asphalt sections were on the north-side
tangents where the freeze–thaw conditions were more extreme to the disadvantage of the flexible
sections. Conversely the rigid pavement staff complained there was more rain on the south
tangents. The tangents were only 100 ft apart.
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A. C. “Benk” Benkelman
A. C. “Benk” Benkelman, flexible pavement research engineer, was a former employee of the
Minnesota Highway Department and BPR. Benk was the senior member of the Senior Staff in
both age and experience. He had been a member of the research staff on the Hybla Valley Test
Tract in Virginia (asphalt) and the Road Test 1-MD (concrete) in Maryland in 1950 and a key
member of the research staff on the WASHO Test Road (asphalt) in Idaho, where he helped
develop the Benkelman Beam. Benk was of the old school of researchers who relied on empirical
and anecdotal personal observations. He was a man of the pavement and liked to spend a
considerable amount of time walking the pavements and mentally analyzing what was going on.
At meetings he would often introduce himself as the engineer who had previously been on Hybla
Valley, Maryland, and Idaho Test Roads and if he didn’t get it right “this time,” they were going
to “fire” him.
Benk was somewhat overwhelmed by the extensive use of statistics and the huge amount
of data being generated from the 468 asphalt sections as were some of the staff at all levels. Benk
could do more with an 8x10 sheet of graph paper and deflection measurements or cracking data
than most of us could with a computer. He had a “feel” for the pavements. He loved to play
bridge and play golf, using a 3 wood from tee to green. All the field staff recognized Benk as he
was rather short and loved to have him on the project. He died in 1980.
Frank Scrivner, Rigid Pavement Engineer
Frank Scrivner, rigid pavement engineer, spent many years in pavement research for the Texas
Highway Department. In 1954 he went to England to work on pavement evaluation for the U.S.
Air Force. He was enticed back from that work by Bill Carey to become the research engineer
for rigid pavements at the Road Test. Frank was a highly respected mathematician with a broad
knowledge of portland cement concrete (PCC) pavements and was ideal to lead the rigid
pavement group. Rigid pavements tended to be more amenable to calculations of stress and
strain; and there were a number of theories available to be tested and Frank knew them all.
Before going to England, Frank and a group of 10 technicians operating Marchant hand
calculators had calculated the first comprehensive set of stress coefficients for three layers
systems to be applied to flexible and rigid pavements. Frank did most of the planning for the
technical details of the rigid pavement experiments and the design of those experiments with
Paul Irick. He left most of the field operations to his assistant chief, W. R. Hudson, who is a
coauthor of this paper. Fred Finn, another coauthor, served as assistant chief to A. C. Benkleman.
Frank did not have many hobbies. He played a little bridge, but no golf. Mathematics and
physics were his hobbies, and he indulged them 16 h a day. Following the Road Test, he joined
the staff at Texas A&M University and continued his research effort there with the Texas DOT.
He died in 1988.
Paul Irick, Chief, Data Processing and Analysis
Paul Irick, a professor of applied statistics at Purdue University became, in a manner of speaking,
the heart of the project. After the initial processing, all data collected on the project came to Paul
and his staff for further processing, storing, and analysis. Actually, along with Bill Carey and the
Statistical Panel, Paul played a key role in the design of the factorial experiments in such a way
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as to eliminate any possibility of confounding the interpretation and to allow measurement of the
degree of experimental error. The members of the staff at all levels soon found that it would be
essential to become familiar with a new language, the language of the statistician. Terms like
sums of squares, linear regression, randomization, replication, standard error, variance,
correlations coefficients, confounding, confidence levels, accept once and rejection criteria, risk,
and probability were all part of that new language.
Paul was a great listener and was always willing to take the time to help staff members
understand analysis of the data. Certainly he was one of the most admired professionals on the
project as a patient and caring person. Paul, like other members of the Senior Staff, played bridge
but not always with the same level of passion. His legacy can be found in the fact that pavement
research had never been the same since the Road Test, on the basis of an expanded use of
statistics. Paul, like Bill Carey, went on to senior level positions at TRB, where he continued to
apply his talent for 20 more years. He died in 1996.
Rex Leathers, Engineer of Special Assignments
Rex Leathers, engineer of special assignments, an engineer with the BPR and a carryover from
the WASHO Road Test, was the perfect person for special assignments. As with any project of
this size the unexpected was the norm of the day, and Rex was the person to handle the
unexpected. Intelligent, resourceful and fearless, Rex became one of the gears that kept the
machines running. Rex moved on through the ranks to become assistant director of engineering
for FHWA. He was good at everything he did, including bridge (he played with a passion but
remembered it was only a game), hunting, and golf were other hobbies. He died in 1998.
James F. Shook, Materials Engineer
Jim Shook, materials engineer, came to the project from the National Sand and Gravel
Association Laboratories. During the major construction and traffic phases, he was responsible
for the testing and reporting of material properties from the field and in the laboratory, which
included all testing needed to control the uniformity of construction from the subgrade materials
to surfacing. Rapid test results were important to accept or reject each construction unit
according to criteria established by Dr. Irick and his staff and minimize construction delays. Jim
efficiently managed the materials staff under considerable pressure of time. He lives near
Washington, D.C.
Ivan Viest, Bridge Enginner
Most people don’t know that the AASHO Road Test also contained a special experiment on the
fatigue evaluation of 16 short-span bridges. Ivan was bridge research engineer for the study
supported by John Fisher as his assistant. Ivan came from the University of Illinois and was a
dynamo in setting up and operating bridge research under the repeated traffic loadings available
at the AASHO Road Test. Ivan was active in professional affairs, including the American
Society of Civil Engineers. After the Road Test, he joined Bethlehem Steel Corporation where he
retired. John Fisher, his assistant, went on to get his PhD and joined the faculty of Lehigh
University. Both live in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.
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The second level of staff at the AASHO Road Test was equally well qualified. In addition
to John Fisher in Bridges, there were Lloyd Dixon, a staff member of the Illinois DOT, and Fred
Finn, as previously mentioned. Ronald Hudson was assistant rigid pavement engineer, working
closely with Frank Scrivner, supported by Bob Little and Bud Wright of the Illinois DOT.
During the construction phase and early testing phase of the Road Test, there were some 30
engineers from Illinois DOT supervised by Emmett Chastain and Art Tosetti, who were
indispensable in getting the roads constructed to the high-quality standards needed for the test.
Bob Hain served as assistant to Paul Irick in the data-processing and analysis section. Howard
Boswell served as chief maintenance engineer. Howard was a BPR engineer who had also
worked on the WASHO Road Test with Rex Leathers.
During the Road Test the BPR rotated through approximately 50 trainees for a 6-month
period each. Many of these went on to important jobs in the Federal Highway Administration,
particularly including Les Lamm, Dick Morgan, and Dean Carlson, all of whom served as chief
engineer of FHWA before their death or retirement. We apologize to the many other contributors
to the Road Test whom we’ve omitted from this report. None of these omissions are intentional;
all played a very strong role in the study.
WHERE WAS PAVEMENT TECHNOLOGY BEFORE THE AASHO ROAD TEST?
It is hard for modern engineers to believe that highly technical pavement design is relatively
new. At the time of the AASHO Road Test (1958), the California bearing ratio (CBR) was the
standard method of flexible pavement design. Three main variables were considered: (a) load,
(b) subgrade strength, and (c) total pavement thickness. The WASHO Road Tests, a $3-million
study (1954), had suggested that asphalt surface thickness was related to pavement life. A 2-in.
thick pavement surface in that test carried approximately twice as many heavy load applications
to failure as a 1-in. pavement surface subjected to the same traffic. The Interstate highway
program was just beginning and this was a strong emphasis for learning more about pavements.
We must remember that available computer power at that time did not permit rapid calculation of
layer stresses.
At that same time, PCC design methods used primarily the PCA design method based on
modified Westergaard theory for designing PCC pavements. Subgrade and subbase pumping
under heavy load was a major problem. Corner cracking was a major failure mode, and
pavement faulting was a serious problem, since load transfer using steel dowels was not yet an
accepted practice. Little was known at that time about the value of stronger subgrades and
subbases and the benefits of stabilized materials.
INTERSTATE DEFENSE HIGHWAY SYSTEM IS AUTHORIZED
BPR was charged in the Interstate Highway Act with determining the proper allocation of cost
that vehicles should pay to use the new Interstate system. This was called the 210 Study. Frank
Turner, the chief engineer, and Ted Holmes, director of highway research and planning of the
BPR, went to HRB to seek assistance. They met with William Carey, Jr., and Fred Burgraaf, and
after several discussions a plan was developed to conduct a major Road Test, which later became
the AASHO Road Test. Alf Johnson, then the executive secretary of AASHO, was brought into
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the picture and helped sell the idea to the 48 states to gain funding support. This early planning
was largely successful because Bill Carey had gained great experience in pavement research at
the WASHO Road Test and the Maryland Road Test. Ted Holmes was director of both planning
and research. The planning covered the cost allocation portion, and his research duties covered
the pavement research portion. Thus, a small group of about five people were able to make the
AASHO Road Test happen.
Bill Carey approached the Asphalt Institute and PCA, which both became strong
supporters and contributors to the study. However, they strongly requested and succeeded in
ensuring that the study did not compare the two pavements against each other. The experiments
were totally independent. Unfortunately this did not keep the general public and unscrupulous
salesmen from comparing the results after the Road Test was over. Thus 20 years of bickering
between the two pavement types started; this in some ways continues to this day.
The Truck Manufacturers Association and the American Trucking Association were
approached, and both made strong contributions, as did many state DOTs, including Illinois,
where the test was conducted on a portion of the right-of-way on I-80. As history shows, the
Teamsters Union was strong in the United States during that period. It would have been
practically impossible to conduct the Road Test, which required around-the-clock operation of
heavy trucks, if we had been required to deal with union labor truck drivers. This problem was
solved when the U.S. Army agreed to provide truck drivers, and a company of Transportation
Corps truck drivers were assigned to live in barracks constructed on the AASHO Road Test site
and drive in three shifts around the clock.

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPED AND LESSONS LEARNED OR
DEVELOPED AT THE AASHO ROAD TEST
Many things were developed and learned at the AASHO Road Test. Some for the first time,
others were reinforcements of existing theories and ideas developed at the WASHO Road Test
and presented by theory. We do not have time in this paper to cover all these items. Please refer
to the special reports from the Road Test [Special Report 62 (7 volumes) and Special Report 73]
for more details. We’ve also included a partial bibliography. We have not had time to codify all
the details of individual references. But any student or practicing engineer interested can find
these provided a useful road map to his studies. The results of the AASHO Road Test were
directly used in 1960 to 1962 to develop the first-ever AASHO Pavement Design Guide. The first
guide was produced in 1962 in interim form and remained interim for more than 10 years before
the first version was actually adopted.
MAJOR TECHNICAL FINDINGS OF THE AASHO ROAD TEST
Surface Thickness
The AASHO Road Test gave quantitative value to the importance of pavement surface thickness
in increasing the number of load repetitions that can be carried to pavement failure. It tied
pavement surface thickness to pavement performance, where “performance” is defined as the
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service provided by the pavement or the number of load repetitions that can be carried to an
unserviceable level.
Load Equivalency
Pavement engineers had long had trouble dealing with various axle loads in pavement design.
Some methods used only the heaviest load (CBR), and others including the Texas Design
Method used the average of the 10 heaviest loads that were expected to be carried on the
pavement. The AASHO Road Test provided quantitative information about the relative
damaging effect of heavy loads, and immediately after the Road Test, Paul Irick and Frank
Scrivner used the Road Test equations to generate load equivalencies called ESALs. Francis
Hveem of the California DOT had earlier hypothesized a load equivalency concept tied to 10-kip
axles. The Road Test equivalencies validated and extended the Hveem hypothesis statistically.
The load equivalency concept (ESAL) is by far the most widely used pavement concept
in the world. We as authors have collectively visited more than 50 countries and all 50 states in
the United States. All of these agencies use the ESAL concept in pavement design.
PSI: Performance Concept
Before the AASHO Road Test there was no good definition of pavement failure. This seems hard
to believe but please check the literature; you will find it to be true. After the WASHO Road
Test, Paul Irick and Bill Carey developed the Present Serviceability Index (PSI) concept and
defined “performance” as “accumulated traffic to a fixed level of PSI.” The selected level of PSI
was “failure.” While many agencies adopted this concept, some have continued to refer to
“roughness.” Therefore, a defined level of roughness is sometimes accepted as failure in the form
of an International Roughness Index (IRI) level. The technical literature shows that IRI and PSI
are inversely related to each other.
The present serviceability concept (PSI) relates pavement failure directly to riding quality
and the acceptance or satisfaction of the riding public. It is indeed more definitive of true
performance than roughness alone and strong consideration should be given to resurrecting it in
pavement studies and designs.
Layer Equivalencies: Material Properties
The AASHO Road Test included four types of base under asphalt pavements: (a) river gravel,
(b) cement stabilized, (c) asphalt stabilized, and (d) crushed stone. These were compared to
define the levels of performance that resulted from improving the quality of the base layer.
Francis Hveem had also hypothesized such relative benefit of stronger layers as part of a “gravel
equivalency concept” and he was instrumental in getting the wedge-shaped base sections added
to the Road Test to validate that concept. The structural number concept, developed based on
layer equivalencies, is widely used around the world and is the basis for layer selection in all
AASHTO Pavement Design Guides up to 2002.
The Road Test of course was not perfect because it was impossible to make it large
enough to solve all possible factors. We don’t know if these layer equivalencies would be the
same with different subgrades and in a different environment. These questions have been the
subject of considerable research in the past 50 years.
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Value of Subbase to Reduce Pumping in Rigid Pavements
At the Road Test those PCC pavement sections that had a gravel subbase under the slab
performed much better than those that were placed directly on the clay subgrade. This occurred
regardless of the thickness of the gravel subbase layer. However, there were no stabilized
subbases used on the rigid pavements and we can only hypothesize what improvement would
have resulted.
Pumping of Subbase and Subgrade Materials
Before the Road Test the PCC paving industry had strongly hypothesized that the problem of
pumping of subgrade material from beneath pavements could be solved by placing a granular
subbase beneath the slab. This was proved to be incorrect at the Road Test, where under heavy
loads and high rainfall, even the gravel subbase layer pumped and caused early slab failure.
Effectiveness of Dowels for Load Transfer
Before 1960 most people were of the opinion that it was necessary to put some form of positive
load transfer across joints and cracks in PCC pavements. Yet the concrete industry continued to
claim that thicker pavements would solve the problem. The Road Test used load transfer dowels
in all pavement sections. There was no faulting at the AASHO Road Test at cracks or joints, thus
validating the effectiveness of dowels for load transfer under extremely heavy loads up to 30,000
pounds on a single axle.
Joint Spacing
Two joint spacings were used at the AASHO Road Test: 15-ft joint spacing with no
reinforcement steel and 40-ft joint spacing with mild reinforcement. Both of these joint spacings
performed well under heavy loads up to 30-kip single axle and both contained dowels across the
joints. The 40-ft slabs cracked at approximately 12- to 15-ft spacing, and no faulting occurred at
those cracks during the test. However, 15 years later, field studies of some of these same sections
left in service on IH 80 did show faulting as the mild reinforcement steel rusted and lost its
effectiveness.
Limitations of the AASHO Road Test Findings
Nothing is perfect, and there are several limitations of the AASHO Road Test findings. They are
as follows:
1. One subgrade only—the Road Test was carried out on a lean clay subgrade and
therefore no direct inference to other subgrades can be made.
2. Only 2 years long—the Road Test was conducted during the period October 1958 to
December 1960 and related primarily to this time period and the climatic conditions existing
during that period.
3. One environment only—the Road Test took place in Central Illinois, which is a
freeze–thaw, wet environment. Information is needed to extend it to other environments.
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4. One AC mix only—a single high-quality AC was used in the AASHO Road Test.
Information related to other qualities of asphalt concrete surfacing must be inferred in other
ways.
5. One PCC mix only—a single high-quality PCC was used in the AASHO Road Test.
Information about the performance of other strengths of PCC must be inferred from other
sources.
It is important to point out however that these factors limit only the “inference space” for
the results, not the “validity” of the results themselves. The AASHO Road Test results are the
most complete and valid experiment every conducted on pavements. There are a number of
theoretical and empirical methods of extending the inference space to other subgrades, other
environments, other concrete mixes, and other AC mixes.
Extending the AASHO Road Test Results
It was well understood at the Road Test and subsequently that the Road Test applied only to the
environment and the soil conditions in central Illinois when the test was conducted. The test was
a $500-million project (in 2005 dollars). It was impossible to extend the study to all regions
although that would have been a desirable goal for a second phase. To adapt these results, nearly
every state DOT had a project funded with FHWA research funds, entitled the Application of
AASHO Road Test Results to XYZ State (fill in the blank with any of the 40 states). These
results were used in implementing the AASHTO Pavement Design Guides nationwide.
GENERAL CONCEPTS IN PAVEMENT ENGINEERING THAT RESULTED OR
WERE GREATLY IMPROVED BY THE AASHO ROAD TEST
Renewed Interest in Pavement Engineering
The AASHO Road Test sparked a renewed interest in pavement engineering and research
worldwide. Even though the AASHO Road Test itself was originally done to prove the relative
damage and cost of various axle loads (the famous 210 Study), it really produced more
information and more interest in pavement engineering per se than it did in cost allocation. It did,
however, produce the necessary information needed for cost allocation, and that information was
subsequently used in setting fuel tax levels in the United States.
Modeling Pavement Performance
The AASHO Road Test sparked interest in the modeling of pavement performance, and the
AASHO Road Test equations themselves subsequently became the equations for the Pavement
Design Guides. The Design Guides from 1962 up until the present date were primarily based on
the performance equations developed originally by Paul Irick and then expanded and continued
by the Asphalt Institute, by Frank Scrivner at the Texas Transportation Institute, and by many
others.
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The Importance of Quality Data
The AASHO Road Test showed that it was important to have high-quality complete data if
meaningful answers were to be produced from costly pavement research. The test showed the
need for well-thought-out experimental designs and the necessity of collecting complete data that
fulfilled the factorial of those designs for valid analysis. The study also showed the necessity to
follow through on “all” data collection and the requirement to develop “complete” data sets for
valid analysis
Factorial Experimental Design and Testing
The AASHO Road Test showed the value of statistically designed experiments that were large
enough to cover the inference space effectively. This plan has been followed by many pavement
researchers over the years since the Road Test.
Good Statistical Analysis of Data
This concept goes along with good factorial design, but it should be remembered that good
statistical analysis can be and is used in other types of research also. More pavement research
engineers now use statistical analysis in all aspects of their work than would be using it had not
the AASHO Road Test and Paul Irick pointed the direction.
Pavement Evaluation
The AASHO Road Test sparked renewed interest in evaluating pavements, primarily using
roughness and the PSI but also expanding the use of distress surveys and deflection
measurements. The availability of deflection to evaluate pavement behavior, distress
measurements to evaluate pavement condition and roughness measurements to calculate
serviceability and evaluate pavement performance has permitted the development of the
pavement management concept.
Implementation Conferences for the AASHO Road Test
Following the St. Louis Conference, which provided information on early extension and
implementation of Road Test results, the Asphalt Institute and the University of Michigan
sponsored significant international asphalt pavement conferences that focused attention not only
on the results of the AASHO Road Test asphalt pavements but also on mechanistic pavement
design. These conferences have continued every 4 or 5 years since 1962. Clearly the AASHO
Road Test was the spur for these conferences and to these improvements in pavement design.
SUMMARY
Many engineers who attended this seminar or read this document are aware of many more details
that could have been added here. Our hope in this paper is to encourage you to read many of the
documents that relate to the details touched on herein. Start with TRB Special Reports 62 and 73.
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They will lead you to a far broader understanding of the AASHO Road Test and its impact.
Follow that by delving into the early AASHO Pavement Design Guides and many of the
references presented there.
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he AASHO Road Test provided significant results that led to improved pavement design in the
near term following the Road Test (1) and to an expanded research effort by the pavement
engineering community worldwide. In particular, it resulted in the development of what is termed
today M-E pavement design. Results of the Road Test also contributed to the development of
nondestructive pavement evaluation, now an important part of pavement M&R considerations,
including overlay pavement design, and to the development of pavement management concepts
embodied in PMSs currently in use. These developments are briefly summarized in this paper.
Many people and organizations have been involved; references are made to the
contributions of some of the members of the pavement engineering community, both in North
America and elsewhere, particularly Europe. It is important to state that the engineers involved
have shared freely their knowledge through the venues of two major international conferences, one
for flexible (asphalt) pavements and the other for rigid (concrete) pavements. The resulting
information has contributed significantly to the state of pavement engineering today. Both
conferences were introduced in response to the renewed interest in pavement engineering sparked
by the AASHO Road Test.
Some important pavement related research was not initiated following the Road Test, some
of which was delayed for almost 40 years. A brief summary and a few examples of this notincluded research are also included.

INITIAL DISSEMINATION OF AASHO ROAD TEST RESULTS
Results of the Road Test were presented at a meeting sponsored by the Highway Research Board
(HRB) in St. Louis, Missouri, May 16 to 18, 1962. Information from this meeting was
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subsequently published in Special Report 73 (2). Fred Burggraf was executive director of HRB at
the time, and A. E. Johnson was director of AASHO. A national advisory committee was
appointed by HRB. K. B. Woods of Purdue University served as chairman of this committee and
W. A. Bugge, then director of the Washington Department of Highways, was vice chairman.
HRB appointed staff to conduct the Road Test, as described in a paper presented at the 85th
Annual Meeting of the Transportation Research Board in Washington, D.C. (1). Many
distinguished pavement engineers served on the advisory committee. The 36 members included
representatives from AASHO, the Bureau of Public Roads, state highway departments, the
asphalt and concrete industries, academia, the tire industry, and automobile and truck
associations. Appendix A contains a listing of the complete membership.
Sessions at the 1962 conference included the following:
1. Background and History, F. Burggraf, A. E. Johnson, K. B. Woods, and W. B.
McKendrick, Jr.;
2. Bridge Research, I. Viest;
3. Selected Special Studies;
4. Pavement Performance, A. C. Benkelman (Flexible) and F. Scrivener (Rigid);
5. Pavement Research Forum; and
6. Use of Road Test Research Findings.
In the paper presented at the 85th Annual Meeting of the Transportation Research Board
(1), the role of W. N. “Bill” Carey, Jr., as chief engineer for the Road Test was summarized.
Much of the success of the program must be attributed to him in that he provided an environment
that allowed for innovation. In his capacity as chief engineer, he carefully weighed the comments
of the advisory group as well as others. While often accepting their advice, he shielded the
research staff from costly and nonproductive suggestions, allowing them the freedom to explore
innovative ideas. Figure 1 contains photos of Burggraf, Carey, and Woods.
In the period between the completion of traffic applications on November 30, 1960, and
the preparation of the research reports by the Road Test staff and their presentation at the St.
Louis Conference in May 1962, pavement groups in both the asphalt and concrete industries
were evaluating the results as well.
Significant pavement research and development programs were instituted. Also, planning
for two pavement conferences was initiated to provide venues for widespread dissemination of
the information being developed to the world pavement engineering community. These venues
have become known as the International Conferences on Asphalt and on Concrete Pavement
Design, respectively. The 10th Conference for Asphalt Pavement was held in Quebec, Canada, in
August 2006, while the 8th Concrete Pavement Conference was held in Colorado Springs,
Colorado, in August 2005. Developments in pavement design and rehabilitation resulting from
these activities will be briefly described in the following sections.

FLEXIBLE (ASPHALT CONCRETE) PAVEMENT DESIGN
At the time of the AASHO Road Test, the Asphalt Institute was the primary representative for
the asphalt pavement industry in the United States. The first International Conference an Asphalt
Pavement (termed the International Conference on the Structural Design of Asphalt Pavements)
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FIGURE 1 Some key engineers associated with the AASHTO Road Test:
(a) Fred Burggraf, Highway Research Board; (b) K. B. Woods, Purdue
University; and (c) W. N. “Bill” Carey, Jr., Highway Research Board.
was initiated by J. E. Buchanan (institute president) with input from F. N. Finn (the Institute’s
representative on the Road Test) to provide a technical venue for discussion of the Road Test
results as well as for worldwide developments in asphalt pavement design at the time. The
University of Michigan (UM), because of its excellent reputation in the pavements area in the
United States, was selected as the conference site. W. S. Housel and W. K. Parr of the UM Civil
Engineering Department, working with Asphalt Institute staff and key U.S. and international
members of the paving community, developed a most successful conference in August 1962.
Figure 2 contains photos of Buchanan, Finn, Housel, and Parr.
These conferences have had extensive international as well as U.S. representation. Some
of the key participants at the first conference included A. C. Benkelman (AASHO Road Test
flexible pavement research engineer); D. M. Burmister (Columbia University; developer of the
first solutions for multilayer elastic systems subjected to surface loads); N. W. McLeod
(consultant, Imperial Oil Company, Canada); W. H. Goetz and E. J. Yoder (Purdue University,
professors); and F. N. Hveem (materials and research engineer, California Division of
Highways). Subsequent conferences included well-known representatives from many countries
and organizations—a few examples are William Glanville (director, Road Research Laboratory,
United Kingdom); P. J. Rigden (director, National Institute for Road Research, South Africa); K.
Wester (manager, Road Research Center, Holland); E. Nakkel (Federal Ministry of Transport,
West Germany); J. M. Kirk (Danish Asphalt Industries, Road Research Laboratory, Denmark);
and J. Bonitzer and R. Sauterey (chief engineers, LCPC, France) (Figures 3 and 4). Other
participants will be referred to in connection with technical developments emerging from the
conferences and described in the following paragraph.
While many of the elements of M-E pavement design were being worked on before the
first conference, the framework for this approach “gelled” there, particularly through the efforts
of Shell, the Asphalt Institute, and the UK Road Research Laboratory investigators.
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FIGURE 2 Individuals responsible for First International Conference on the Structural
Design of Asphalt Pavements, University of Michigan, August 1962: (a) J. E. Buchanan and
(b) F. N. Finn, Asphalt Institute; and (c) W. S. Housel and (d) W. K. Parr, UM Civil
Engineering Department.
Before the conference, the Asphalt Institute had provided funds to support research at the
University of California at Berkeley (UC Berkeley )for repeated load testing of the AASHO Road
Test subgrade soil (H. B. Seed, Figure 5), determination of viscoelastic (VE) behavior of asphalt
concrete (AC) (K. E. Secor and C. L. Monismith), and analysis of VE multilayer systems (R.
Westmann, and K. S. Pister). The institute also provided support to the University of Idaho to
evaluate low temperature cracking of AC (R. Lottman). At the conference, on the basis of the
research on repeated load testing of the AASHO subgrade soils, Seed introduced the measure of
soil stiffness termed resilient modulus, which is in use today (3).
During the period following the completion of the Road Test, Shell engineers used the
results of the Road Test to establish concepts for pavement design that were introduced at the
conference. These included use of the computed elastic vertical shear strain at the surface of the
subgrade to mitigate surface rutting contributed by unbound materials in the pavement structure
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FIGURE 3 Some participants in the First International Asphalt Pavement Conference,
1962: (a) A. C. Benkelman, Highway Research Board; (b) D. M. Burmister, Columbia
University; (c) N. W. McLeod, Imperial Oil Company, Canada; (d) F. N. Hveem, California
Division of Highways; and (e) W. H. Goetz, Purdue University.
by Dormon and use of the computed elastic tensile strain at the underside of the AC in contact
with untreated base as the determinant of fatigue cracking in this layer by Peattie and Dormon.
Both concepts were later to become key elements of a number of M-E design methodologies.
The use of tensile strain as the determinant for fatigue cracking was reinforced by
extensive fatigue test data on both asphalts and mixes presented by Pell, whose research at
Nottingham University had been supported by Shell. Subsequent to the conference, Peattie
suggested the use of the linear summation of cycle ratios cumulative damage hypothesis to
analyze the contributions of traffic loads of different magnitudes to hot-mix asphalt fatigue
cracking. This concept is now used in many of the M-E design methods.
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FIGURE 4 Some participants in subsequent International Asphalt Pavement Conferences:
(a) William Glanville, Road Research Laboratory, United Kingdom; (b) P. J. Rigden,
National Institute for Road Research, South Africa; (c) K. Wester, Road Research Center,
Netherlands; (d) J. M. Kirk, Asphalt Industries, Road Research Laboratory, Denmark; (e)
J. Bonitzer, LCPC, France; (f) R. Sauteray, LCPC, France; and (g) E. Nakkel, Federal
Ministry of Transport, West Germany.
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(d)

FIGURE 5 Contributors to First International Asphalt Conference:
(a) H. B. Seed, UC Berkeley; (b) G. M. Dormon, Shell, United Kingdom;
(c) P. S. Pell, University of Nottingham; and (d) E. L. Skok, Jr., Asphalt Institute.
At the Royal Dutch Shell Laboratory at Amsterdam, research was also under way on the
use of nondestructive dynamic pavement testing by L. W. Nijboer, W. Heukelom (Figure 6), and
A. Klomp to determine stiffness moduli of the various pavement components. This will be
discussed subsequently.
The conference also accelerated the development of solutions for the behavior of
multilayer elastic systems. With the introduction of the electronic computers, the methodology
developed by Burmister in the 1940s for analysis of two- and three-layer elastic systems became
tractable and thus became a part of the design systems.
At subsequent conferences, particularly the 1977 and 1982 conferences, complete and
user-friendly M-E design systems were prepared, e.g., the Shell procedure (1977) and the
Asphalt Institute procedure (MS-1) (1982). Eventually a number of systems following the above
methodology were introduced worldwide (5). The most current AASHTO pavement design
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guide (proposed for balloting), developed using NCHRP, e.g., Projects 1-37 and 1-40,
incorporates a number of the concepts presented at the international conferences (4).

RIGID (PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE) PAVEMENT DESIGN
In 1966 the Portland Cement Association (PCA) presented a new method for plain jointedconcrete pavement design using the concepts of cumulative damage noted above to select slab
thicknesses (7). Analyses developed by Westergaard (6) (plate on a dense liquid subgrade)
and presented in the form of influence charts by Pickett and Ray (Figure 7) (8) were used

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 6 Royal Dutch Shell researchers and conference participants:
(a) L. W. Nijboer and (b) W. Heukelom.

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 7 Early contributors to concrete pavement analysis and design:
(a) H. M. Westergaard, Harvard University, and (b) Gordon Ray, PCA.
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to calculate slab thicknesses to mitigate fatigue cracking. Results of the AASHO Road Test
permitted calibration of the design methodology.
Like the asphalt research pavement design developments, research in concrete pavements
was stimulated by the Road Test. Much of this research was presented at the First International
Concrete Pavement Conference held at Purdue University in 1977. Key individuals in making
this conference a success were E. J. Yoder of Purdue and G. Ray, R. Packard, and B. Colley of
the PCA (Figure 8).
Subsequent conferences contained the results of improved methodology (9). With advent
of the computer and the development of the finite element methodology, the design procedures
were expanded to include the influence of dowel bars and tied concrete shoulders on thickness
design, e.g., the procedures developed by Darter and Barenberg (Figure 9), in 1977 for the
FHWA (10) and the development by Tayabji (Figure 9) and Colley and Packard of the PCA in
1984, the latter also considering the effects of pumping.

MECHANISTIC PAVEMENT ANALYSIS
The use of multilayered elastic analysis to represent asphalt pavement response, although
developed by Burmister in the 1940s (11), did not receive widespread attention until the 1962
Asphalt Pavement Conference. At this conference, important contributions were made by
Whiffen and Lister (12), Skok and Finn (13), Peattie (14) and Dormon (15). Both Whiffen and
Lister and Skok and Finn illustrated how layered elastic analysis could be used to analyze
pavement distress. As noted earlier, Peattie and Dorman presented several concepts based on
such analyses that would later become a part of the Shell pavement design methodology.
A number of general solutions for determination of stresses and deformations in
multilayered elastic solids also were presented at the 1962 conference. Additional related work
was published in 1967 at the second international conference. These general solutions, coupled

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 8 Individuals responsible for First International Concrete Pavement
Conference, Purdue University, 1977: (a) E. J. Yoder, Purdue University;
(b) R. G. Packard, PCA; and (c) B. E. Colley, PCA.
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(a)
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FIGURE 9 Contributors to concrete pavement analysis and design:
(a) E. J. Barenberg, University of Illinois, and (b) S. Tayabji, PCA.
with rapidly advancing computer technology, fostered the development of the current generation
of multilayered elastic and viscoelastic analysis computer programs. Table 1 contains a listing of
some of the most commonly used programs. The ELSYM program, developed at UC Berkeley,
by G. Ahlborn (16) and widely used1, directly benefited from the 1962 and 1968 conference
papers.
Computer solutions for layered systems in which the properties of each of the layers
could be represented as linear viscoelastic materials were subsequently introduced; two available
solutions, VESYS and VEROAD, are listed in Table 1.
In the late 1960s, finite element analyses to represent pavement response were developed
by a number of researchers [e.g., Duncan et al. (28)]. Increasingly, the finite element method
(FEM) has been used since that time to model pavement response, particularly to describe the
nonlinear response characteristics of pavement materials. Examples of this approach include
ILLIPAVE and FENLAP (24, 25).
Recently, solutions for the dynamic analysis of AC pavement under moving, fluctuating
loads have been developed. The SAPSI-M program (27), Table 1, is one such example. In this
program, moving loads are modeled as a series of pulses with durations equal to the time
requires for a load to pass a specific location.
In terms of current analytically based pavement design procedures, layered elastic
analysis is the primary method for defining pavement response to load. Use of the FEM has had
limited application to date (e.g., ILLIPAVE), possibly because of computational time constraints.
Hence, it has been used primarily in special applications. However, improvements both in
computer capabilities and in formulating finite element representations should allow it to become
an integral part of routine pavement analysis of asphalt pavements. As will be seen in the
following material, finite element analysis is an integral part of the design procedure for PCC
pavement in the AASHTO Mechanistic–Empirical Pavement Design Guide (MEPGD), which is
balloted for acceptance and implementation in the summer of 2007.

TABLE 1 Summary of Some Available Computer-Based Analytical Solutions for AC Pavements
Program

Theoretical
Basis

Number of
Layers (max.)

Number of
Loads (max.)

Program Source

BISAR (18)

MLE

5

10

Shell International

Remarks
The program BISTRO was a forerunner of this
program

MLW

5

10

FHWA (UCB)

Widely used MLE analysis program

MLW

5

2

NCHRP Project I-10

Includes provisions for iteration to reflect nonlinear response in untreated aggregate layers

MLE

5

4+

USACE WES

Used in Program LEDFAA

MLE

5+

100

MINCAD, Australia

MLE or
MLVE

5

2

FHWA

MLVE

15 (resulting in
half-space)

ELSYM
(16)
PDMAP
(PSAD)
(19 )
JULEA
(20 )
CIRCLY
(21)
VESYS
(22)
VEROAD
(23)
ILLIPAVE
(24)
FENLAP
(25)
SAPSI-M
(26,27 )

Delft Technical
University

Includes provisions for horizontal loads and
frictionless as well as full-friction interfaces
Can be operated using elastic or viscoelastic
materials response
Viscoelastic response in shear; elastic response
for volume change

FE

1

University of Illinois

FE

1

University of
Nottingham

Specifically developed to accommodate nonlinear resilient materials properties

Multiple

Michigan State
University/
UC Berkeley

Complex response method of transient analysis—
continuum solution in horizontal direction and
finite element solution in vertical direction

Layered,
damped
elastic
medium

MLE—multilayer elastic
MLVE—multilayer viscoelastic
FE—finite element

N layers resting
on elastic halfspace or rigid
base
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In the concrete pavement area, the use of elastic analysis was first introduced by
Westergaard in 1925 (6). He represented the jointed concrete slab as a plate on a dense liquid
subgrade and presented closed form solutions for single circular loads at midslab, a corner, and
the edge. Pickett and Ray (8) made the Westergaard solutions much more useful for pavement
design and analysis with their development of influence charts. These charts also permitted the
use of multiple wheel loads rather than just one circular loaded area and were used as a part of
both PCA and U.S. Army Corp of Engineers methods for concrete pavement thickness
determination.
With the advent of electronic computers, discrete element analysis was used by W. R.
Hudson to represent the behavior of concrete slabs as discontinuous orthotropic plates (29).
Subsequently. finite element solutions for the Westergaard pavement idealization were
introduced by Tabatabaie and Barenberg (ILLISLAB) in 1977 (30) and by Tayabji and Colley (JSlab) in 1981 (31). Variations are in use today; e.g., an updated version of ILLISLAB is included
in the AASHTO MEPDG (4).

MATERIALS CHARACTERIZATION
An important aspect of the development of M-E design procedures has been the evolution of
procedures to define requisite properties of materials. The international conferences referred to
earlier have expedited the development of improved materials characterization for all materials
used in the pavement structures, including untreated fine-grained soils and granular materials,
treated materials (with lime, portland cement, and asphalt as admixture), portland cement
concrete (PCC), and AC.
A number of the analysis procedures summarized in Table 1 for asphalt pavements as
well as those noted for concrete pavements are based on the assumption of linear response (either
elastic or viscoelastic). The majority of materials used in pavement structures do not satisfy such
an assumption. Accordingly, ad hoc simplifications of response have been used for many of
these materials. Terms such as stiffness, stiffness modulus, resistant modulus as well as modulus
of elasticity. These moduli are used to determine stresses, strains, and deflections within the
pavement structure. Results of such computations then permit determination of estimates of the
various forms of distress which influence pavement performance.
AC Mixes
The stiffness characteristics of asphalt mixes was defined before the AASHO Road Test by the
Shell Investigations, e.g., van der Poel (32) and Heukelom and Klomp (33), as a function of both
time of loading and time temperature, that is,

S mix =

σ
(t , T )
ε

where
Smix = mix stiffness;
σ, ε = axial stress and strain, respectively;

(1)
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t = time of loading; and
T = temperature.
The use of viscoelastic concepts to define AC stiffness was described at both the 1962
and the 1967 conferences in research reported from Ohio State University [e.g., H. Papazian (34)
and R. Baker (35)], UC Berkeley (36) as noted earlier, and the Asphalt Institute (AI) [B. Kallas
(37)]. The use of the complex modulus and the interchangeability of time and temperature to
represent AC stiffness was documented. Complex modulus as the measure of AC stiffness was
utilized in 1982 by the AI in its M-E design procedure and is used in the AASHTO MEPDG (4).
Fine-Grained Soils

The stiffness characteristics of fine-grained soils are dependent on water content, dry density,
soil structure, freeze–thaw action, applied stress, and soil moisture suction. Seed et al. (3), as
noted earlier, presented a detailed study of the factors affecting the resilient (elastic)
characteristics of compacted fine-grained soils. Others contributing to our current understanding
of soil stiffness are J. K. Mitchell for soil structure (38), S. F. Brown for considerations of
effective stress (39), and K. Sauer (40) and M. R. Thompson (41) for freeze–thaw effects. Photos
of Mitchell, Brown, and Thompson are shown in Figure 10.
Untreated Granular Materials

Stiffness characteristics of untreated granular materials are dependent on stress state, dry density,
degree of saturation, and aggregate gradation [particularly the proportion passing the No. 200
sieve (P200)]. Early contributors included Mitry in NCHRP-sponsored research (42), Barksdale
(43), Dehlen (44), Hicks (45), and Thompson (46). Photos of Dehlen, Barksdale, and Hicks are
shown in Figure 11. This work generally involved repeated load tests on triaxial test specimens
with a range in confining and deviator stresses. These results contributed to the development of

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 10 Contributors to the stiffness (elastic) characterization of compacted,
fine-grained soils: (a) K. Mitchell, UC Berkeley; (b) S. F. Brown, University of
Nottingham; and (c) M. R. Thompson, University of Illinois.
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FIGURE 11 Contributors to the stiffness (elastic) characterization of compacted
untreated granular materials: (a) G. L. Dehlen, National Institute for Road
Research, South Africa; (b) R. D. Barksdale, Georgia Institute of Technology;
and (c) R. G. Hicks, UC Berkeley.

the current long-term pavement performance (LTPP) procedure (LTPP P46) for measuring the
resilient moduli of granular materials.
Treated Soils and Granular Materials

Following the Road Test, considerable effort was devoted to defining the properties of treated
soils and granular materials. These studies have included measures of the stiffness characteristics
of PCC, asphalt emulsion, lime, and lime–fly ash-stabilized materials.
Mitchell (47) prepared a detailed summary of much of the work on PCC-stabilized bases
completed up to 1976. This summary included results of studies by the PCA as well as other
U.S., Australian, and the UK researchers. The 1982 International Asphalt Conference also
included results of a number of studies from Belgium, France, the Netherlands, and South Africa
(48). The 1977 and 1982 International Concrete Conferences (9) included considerable
information on PCC-stabilized materials as well. All of these studies have provided excellent
data for M-E design using PE-stabilized materials in flexible, composite, and rigid pavement
structures.
Considerable data on the stiffness characteristics of asphalt emulsion bases were
presented at both the 1967 and 1977 (5) International Asphalt Conferences. The work of
Santucci (49) (Figure 12a), PE included in the 1977 conference was incorporated in the AI M-E
design procedure introduced in 1982 (50).
The stiffness characteristics of lime and lime–fly ash–stabilized soils have been evaluated
by a number of investigators (51). Thompson and his colleagues (52), for example, have
presented useful stiffness data for pavement design and evaluation purposes that include the
influence of curing and freeze–thaw cycles.
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Fatigue and Fracture Characteristics

Asphalt Concretes
Considerable research has been devoted to the definition of the fatigue characteristics of AC mixes.
Notable studies in this area, as stated earlier, include the work of Pell (53) presented at the First
International Asphalt Conference. Also, Monismith and his colleagues (54), Coffman et al. (55), and
others (56–63) presented extensive data in the period 1958 to 1972.
Test results from these efforts have been defined by relationships of the form:
⎛1
N = A⎜⎜
⎝ εt

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

b

⎛ 1 ⎞
N = C ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟
⎝σt ⎠
WD = F Nz

d

(2)

where

N = number of repetitions to failure,
εt = magnitude of the tensile strain repeatedly applied,
σt = magnitude of the tensile stress repeatedly applied,
WD = total dissipated energy to fatigue failure, and
A, b, C, d , F, z = experimentally determined coefficients.
Mix factors influencing fatigue response include AC stiffness, binder content, and degree of
compaction (64). One general form of the equation representing strain as the damage determinant
and including the influence of mix factors is as follows:
⎛1
N ~ ⎜⎜
⎝ εt

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

a

⎛ 1
⎜⎜
⎝ S mix

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

b

⎛ Vasp
⎜
⎜V +V
air
⎝ asp

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

(3)

where
Smix = mix stiffness, dependent on time of loading and temperature and
Vasp, Vair = volume of asphalt and air respectively in compacted mix.
For cumulative loading with loads of different magnitudes (65) and loads applied at different
temperatures (66), the linear summation of cycle ratios cumulative damage hypothesis appears
suitable and is incorporated in the M-E design procedures that have evolved. Application of this
concept to AC was first suggested by Peattie in 1961. This hypothesis is expressed as follows:
n

ni

∑N
i =1

i

≤1

(4)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

FIGURE 12 Engineers associated with development of some M-E design procedures for
flexible pavements: (a) J. F. Shook, AI, AI procedure; (b) M. W. Witczak, AI, University of
Maryland, AI procedure; (c) L. E. Santucci, Chevron Research, AI procedure; (d) W.
“Pim” Visser, Shell procedure; (e) J. Bonnot, LCPC procedure, France; (f) J. Verstraeten,
CRR, Belgium; (g) C. R. Freeme, National Institute for Transportation and Road Research
(NITRR), South Africa; (h) N. Walker, NITRR, South Africa; and (i) H. Maree, NITRR,
South Africa.
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where
ni = number of actual load repetitions of at strain level εi and
Ni = number of load repetitions to failure at strain level εi.
Because of concerns with fracture of AC due to development of high stresses at low
temperatures as well as braking and sliding stresses resulting from tire–pavement contact forces,
considerable attention has been devoted to AC fracture behavior (67). Like fatigue response, mix
fracture characteristics are dependent on time of loading and temperature and mix volumetric
characteristics. At low temperatures the fracture characteristics of the aggregate and asphalt
stiffness have significant influence on mix fracture. These response characteristics have been
well documented in SHRP studies (68).
Portland Cement Concrete
While data on the fatigue characteristics of PCC had been developed before the AASHO Road
Test (69), studies of the Road Test performance data resulted in additional relationships (70).
These relationships generally are expressed in terms of the ratio of the applied stress to the
modulus of rupture of the concrete at some prescribed curing time, e.g., 28 days:
⎛ σappl ⎞
N~ ⎜
⎟
⎝ σfrac ⎠

(5)

where
σappl = applied stress and
σfrac = modulus of rupture, e.g., 28 days.

Other Treated Pavement Materials
Materials in this category include cement- and lime-treated as well as asphalt emulsion-treated
materials. In addition to the factors listed above for AC, e.g., N ~ εt or σt , curing effects must be
considered. Summaries of the results of research on these materials are included in the following
references: cement-treated materials (47), lime-treated materials (51), and asphalt emulsiontreated materials (49).

MECHANISTIC–EMPRICAL PAVEMENT DESIGN AND ANALYSIS

As stated earlier, the Road Test provided a major impetus for the formation of the international
conferences on asphalt and concrete pavements. These conferences, in turn, accelerated the
development of M-E pavement design and analysis systems.
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AC M-E Pavement Design

Currently, many M-E (analytically based) design procedures have been developed. Some, while
not used, have served as the basis for other procedures. Several such procedures are briefly
summarized in Table 2. All procedures idealize the pavement structure as a multilayer elastic or
viscoelastic system using programs like those described in Table 1. These procedures received
impetus from the 1962 conference (as noted earlier).
The procedures listed in Table 2 all consider the fatigue and rutting modes of distress in
establishing pavement structures. Fatigue estimates are based on relationships of the form shown
by Equation 3 and on subgrade strain or stress criteria. The linear sum of cycle ratios cumulative
damage hypothesis is used in the majority of the methods to assess the effects of mixed traffic
and environmental influences on fatigue cracking. Those procedures using a subgrade strain
procedure incorporate a form of the linear sum of cycle ratios (based on compressive strain) for
the same purpose. Photos of some people associated with the development of these methods are
shown in Figure 12.
PCC Pavement Design

In the United States, PCA and FHWA supported the development of M-E design procedures for
plain, jointed-concrete pavements. The results of the Road Test concrete pavement tests
contributed to these developments as had the tests on the asphalt pavements, as noted earlier.
In 1966 the first M-E procedure was introduced by the PCA (7). This was developed by
P. Fordyce (Figure 13) and R. Packard for plain, jointed, undoweled pavements. Design charts
for stress determinations were developed for single- and tandem-axle loads using the influence
charts developed by Pickett and Ray (8). The results permitted thickness selection based on
considerations of cumulative damage in fatigue (on the basis of stress as compared with the use
of strain for asphalt pavements as described earlier) using the linear sum of cycle ratios concept.
The FHWA supported the development of an M-E design procedure using the finite
element analysis developed by Tabatabie and Barenberg. In this design methodology, developed
by M. Darter (Figure 13) and E. Barenberg (10), both undoweled and doweled joints were
considered.
Subsequently the PCA introduced a new design methodology in 1984 (84), also based on
a finite element analysis procedure. The method not only considered fatigue but also included
provision for considerations of pumping. Also, the methodology permitted consideration for the
use of either doweled or undoweled joints and tied concrete or conventional AC shoulders.

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING

While the Benkelman beam was developed for use at the AASHO Road Test (1952), the
experience at the AASHO Road Test led to its widespread use subsequently for overlay design
purposes for both asphalt and concrete pavements. The International Asphalt Paving Conferences
of 1967 and 1972, for example, continued development in this area. The Benkelman beam
spurred the development of mechanized versions like the LaCroix deflectograph (France) and
traveling deflectometer (Hveem, California). The devices are shown in Figure 14.

TABLE 2 Examples of Analytically Based Design Procedures for Asphalt Pavements
Organization

Distress
Modes
Fatigue in treated layers; rutting:
– Subgrade strain and
– Estimate in asphalt bound layer
Fatigue in treated layers; rutting

Environmental
Effects
Temperature

Multilayer elastic solid

Fatigue in asphalt treated layers;
rutting: subgrade strain

Multilayer elastic solid

Fatigue in treated layers; rutting

Temperature,
freezing and
thawing
Temperature

Centre de Recherches
Routieres, Belgium
(77)
NITRR, South Africa
(78–80)

Multilayer elastic solid

Fatigue in treated layers; rutting

Temperature

Multilayer elastic solid

Fatigue in treated layers; rutting:
– Subgrade strain and
– Shear in granular layers

Temperature

NCHRP Project 1-26
Procedure (AASHTO)
(81)
FHWA, U.S. DOT
(82)

Finite element
idealization; multilayer
elastic solid
Multilayer elastic or
viscoelastic solid

Fatigue in treated layers; rutting:
subgrade strain

Temperature

Fatigue in treated layers; rutting:
– Estimate at surface and
– Serviceability (as measured by
PSI)

Temperature

University of
Nottingham, U.K. (83)

Multilayer elastic solid

Fatigue in treated layers; rutting:
subgrade strain

Temperature

Shell International
Petroleum Co., Ltd.,
London, England (71)
NCHRP Project 1-10B
Procedure (AASHTO)
(19)
AI, Lexington, Ky.
(MS-1, MS-11, MS-23)
(73,74)
Laboratoire Central de
Ponts et Chaussées
(LCPC) (75,76 )

Pavement
Representation
Multilayer elastic solid
Multilayer elastic solid

Temperature

Pavement
Materials
AC, untreated
aggregate, cementstabilized aggregate
AC, asphaltstabilized bases,
untreated aggregates
AC, asphalt emulsion,
treated bases,
untreated aggregate
AC, asphalt-treated
bases, cementstabilized aggregates,
untreated aggregates
AC, asphaltstabilized bases,
untreated aggregates
Gap-graded asphalt
mix, AC, cementstabilized aggregate,
untreated aggregate
AC, untreated
aggregates
AC, cementstabilized aggregate,
untreated aggregate,
sulphur-treated
materials
Continuous or gapgraded asphalt mixes
of known volumetrics
on standard UK
materials

Design
Format
Design charts;
computer program
BISAR for analysis
Design charts;
computer program
(MTC093)
Design charts;
computer program
DAMA
Catalogue of
designs; computer
program (ELIZE)
for analysis
Design charts;
computer program
(MTC093)
Catalogue of
designs; computer
program
ILLI-PAVE; elastic
layer programs
(ELSYM)
Computer program:
VESYS

Design charts;
computer program
(ANPAD) for
analysis and design
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 13 Engineers associated with development of M-E design procedures for rigid
pavements: (a) P. Fordyce, PCA, and (b) M. I. Darter, University of Illinois.

The Shell researchers used vibratory testing equipment at the Road Test (Nijboer) to
measure in situ material response (e.g., moduli). Following the Road Test equipment such as the
Dynafleet (Texas, F. Scrivener), vibrators to measure wave propagation (Transport and Road
Research Laboratory) and eventually the falling weight deflector (FWD) (France, Denmark)
were developed.
Pavement profile equipment was introduced for use at the Road Test (CHLOE
Profilometer) and served as an important measure to quantify the present serviceability index
(PSI) (Carey and Eirich) to define pavement performance. This equipment stimulated research
on pavement smoothness and roughness that resulted in equipment such as the GMR
Profilometer (1962 International Asphalt Conference) as well as other equipment worldwide.

OVERLAY PAVEMENT DESIGN

Nondestructive deflection test equipment played a major role in the development of overlay
design methods for asphalt pavements. Notable among the methods (86) are those developed by
the Asphalt Institute (Benkelman beam measured deflections) (87), the TRRL procedure
developed by N. W. Lister (Figure 15) (Benkelman beam and TRRL deflectograph deflections)
(88), and the State of California procedure (Benkelman beam and traveling deflectometer
deflections) (89). The work of Lister is particularly noteworthy in this regard in that he
introduced the concept of probability of achieving a given life in the overlay with thickness
requirements based on probabilities of 50% and 90% of achieving the design life.
The vibratory equipment introduced by the Shell investigators (van der Poel and Nijboer)
(90) to measure dynamic pavement deflections was later extended to wave propagation
measurements by Heukelomp and Klomp (91) and Jones and Thrower of the TRL (92). The
work by Jones and Thrower is particularly important in that they used different vibratory
equipment over a range in frequencies to measure waves of different types (compression, shear,
Rayleigh, and Love waves) and developed methodology to determine which type of wave was
being measured. This, in turn, permitted estimates of both shear (G) and elastic (E) moduli of the
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(a)

(b)

(c)
FIGURE 14 Nondestructive pavement test equipment: (a) Shell heavy vibrator; (b)
LeCroix deflectograph, France; and (c) traveling deflectometer, California.
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various layers of a pavement system. With such developments, the groundwork for M-E overlay
design as a follow on to the procedures developed for new pavements as described earlier was
established.

PAVEMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

In the period 1966 to 1970 Fred Finn and W. R. Hudson served as investigators for NCHRP
Project 1-10, Translate AASHO Road Test Findings—Basic Properties of Pavement Components.
During the conduct of the project, the concept of treating pavements as systems emerged and led,
in turn, to the development of pavement management systems. Fred Finn worked with Roger
LeClerc of the Washington State Highway Department to develop the first pavement management
system for a highway department in the United States in 1972 (93).
At about the same, Ralph Haas began the development of the pavement management
concept in Canada. Collectively these three, Fred Finn, W. R. Hudson, and R. Haas (95), are
credited with the start of PMSs in North America, while R. LeClerc should be recognized for his
foresight in bringing forth the first state highway PMS (94). Photos of Hudson, Haas, and LeClerc
are shown in Figure 16. It is important to reiterate, however, that the AASHO Road Test, followed
by research on the NCHRP, provided a major impetus to pavement management system
development. Moreover, FHWA, recognizing the importance of this research, commissioned TRB
to conduct two workshops in 1980 (96) to hasten PMS implementation at the state level.

PAVEMENT RESEARCH NOT DONE

At the conclusion of the AASHO Road Test, two NCHRP Reports, Numbers 2 and 2A,
Guidelines for Satellite Studies, were prepared P. Eirich and W. R. Hudson. The purpose of the
reports was to establish a series of test roads around the United States to study the effects of
different environments, soil types, and a range of pavement materials on pavement performance.
Regrettably, this program was not instituted until the start of LTPP about 40 years later.

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 15 Engineers associated with overlay design: (a) N. W. Lister, TRRL,
United Kingdom, and (b) A. J. G. Klomp, Shell, Netherlands.
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(b)

(c)

FIGURE 16 Contributors to the development of PMSs: (a) W. R. Hudson,
University of Texas, Austin; (b) R. C. G. Haas, University of Waterloo, Canada; and
(c) R. LeClerc, Washington State Highway Deptartment.

A second area of research not conducted concerned road roughness and its impact on
pavement performance. Following the Road Test, roughness measurements concentrated on ride
quality from the driver stand point (PSI, as noted earlier). While this is an extremely important
development, road damage based on smoothness–roughness measurements was not considered.
Moreover, truck–pavement interaction studies to minimize pavement, truck, and goods damage
was delayed for about 40 years, as well.
Following the Road Test, rutting was considered in flexible pavement design through the
control, initially, of elastic vertical compressive strain at the subgrade surface with the intention
of controlling contributions of unbound materials to surface rutting. Moreover, the M-E design
procedures concentrated on AC fatigue. Until the Shell researchers introduced a procedure for
rutting estimations in the AC layer(s) in 1977, research in this area was limited. While the Shell
approach suggested that different mixes could be evaluated for their contribution to pavement
surface rutting, it was not until the start of the first SHRP program almost 40 years after the Road
Test, that the concept of relating AC mix design (based on rutting and fatigue considerations)
and pavement design was introduced.

NOTE
1. Although the work of the Chevron researches never appeared in the published literature, it is
important to recognize their significant contribution since they presented the first computer solution
for a five-layer system (CHEV5L) in 1963 (17).
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he construction of the Interstate Highway System (IHS), one of the largest single
public works projects in history, represents a significant milestone in the development
of highway transportation in the United States. Initiated in 1956 with the passage of the
Federal-Aid Highway Act, the IHS serves as a critical link in the nation’s economy and
today is the workhorse of the nation’s highway system.
As the nation commemorates the 50-year anniversary of the signing of the 1956 FederalAid Highway Act effectively launching the construction of the IHS, it is appropriate to take a
look back at pavement design practices used in constructing the Interstate system and how those
practices have evolved during that time period. This paper focuses on the pavements constructed
on the Interstate system in the North Central region of the United States and first presents a
general background on the development of the Interstate system and then reviews the evolution
of the concrete pavement and the hot-mix asphalt (HMA) pavement design practices used in the
North Central region during the construction of the Interstate system. This is followed by a brief
summary of the AASHO Road Test, which was located in the North Central region and served as
the basis for the design of much of the Interstate system.

INTRODUCTION
General Background
The construction of the IHS, one of the largest single public works projects in history, represents
a significant milestone in the development of highway transportation in the United States.
Initiated in 1956 with the passage of the Federal-Aid Highway Act, the IHS serves as a critical
link in the nation’s economy and today is the workhorse of the nation’s highway system,
representing a little more than 1% of the nation’s road mileage but carrying more than 24% of
the traffic, including 41% of the commercial trucks (1).
The IHS can actually trace its origins to the late 1930s, when the Bureau of Public Roads
(BPR, forerunner to FHWA) produced a two-part report, Toll Roads and Free Roads, on the
feasibility of constructing a series of interregional highways (2). Later, in 1944, Herbert
Fairbank, BPR’s Information Division chief, prepared a report, Interregional Highways, which
recommended an interregional highway system of 39,000 mi that was designed to accommodate
traffic 20 years from the date of construction (2). At that time, basic design standards were also
prepared as a first step toward the development of uniform, high-type roadway facilities (3).
The 1944 Federal-Aid Highway Act provided the framework for highway improvements
in the postwar years and specifically authorized the designation of a 40,000-mi National System
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of Interstate Highways. Although the 1944 act thus authorized an Interstate system, it included
no special provisions to give the Interstate highways a priority based on their national
importance, nor did it authorize any special funding for construction of the system (2).
Limited progress was made on the construction of the Interstate System until the passage
of the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956. This landmark highway bill called for the construction
of a 41,000-mi IHS to be completed by 1975 at an estimated cost of $27 billion. Major features
of the highway bill included a new pay-as-you-go financing plan, 90/10 federal and state cost
sharing on new construction, and the adoption of elevated design standards: fully controlled
access; 12-ft travel lanes; 10-ft outer shoulders; design speeds of 50, 60, and 70 mph for
mountainous, rolling, and flat terrain conditions, respectively; separated traffic lanes with
variable median widths; and design adequacy for projected 1975 traffic (a requirement that was
changed to a 20-year minimum design period by 1963 legislation) (4). An amendment in 1966
legislation mandated at least four lanes of traffic (4).
The National System of Interstate and Defense Highways that emerged from the 1956
Highway Act owes much to President Dwight D. Eisenhower, who fought for the 1956
legislation and is commonly recognized as a pioneering visionary of the modern highway
facility. Eisenhower understood the importance of an effective highway network, having
participated in the U.S. Army’s transcontinental convoy from Washington, D.C., to San
Francisco, California, in 1919 and having traveled over portions of Germany’s Autobahn during
and after World War II (5). In recognition of the contributions of Eisenhower, in 1990 the
Interstate system was renamed the Dwight D. Eisenhower System of Interstate and Defense
Highways.
Clearly, the construction of the IHS represents a significant achievement. Although its
social impacts have been debated over the years, the Interstate system is lauded for its many
benefits and contributions. These benefits run the gamut from economic and safety aspects to
mobility and accessibility. In addition, it is estimated that the nation, as a whole, has reaped a
gain of at least $6 for every $1 invested in the construction of the Interstate system (6). More
information on the benefits of the IHS is provided elsewhere (6, 7).
Detailed background information on the evolution of the Interstate system is found in
several FHWA reports (4, 7), in an American Public Works Association publication (8), and in a
series of articles by Weingroff (2, 9, 5, 10, 11). In addition, state perspectives on the construction
of the Interstate system are provided in several AASHTO publications (12, 13).
Interstate Pavement Design
Little guidance was initially given to the design of the pavements that would comprise the IHS.
Most of the early Interstate pavements were designed to accommodate 1975 traffic levels but, as
previously mentioned, this changed to a fixed 20-year design period in 1963. One of the early
requirements was that the pavement design must be “soundly and justifiably arrived at and be
adequate to support anticipated traffic loads” (4). A significant majority of the original Interstate
system was constructed with portland cement concrete (PCC) (14), although HMA pavements
[including composite HMA–portland cement concrete (PCC) sections] would later assume a
substantial share of the market as the original Interstate pavements required rehabilitation or
reconstruction.
As the nation commemorates the 50-year anniversary of the signing of the 1956 FederalAid Highway Act effectively launching the construction of the IHS, it is appropriate to take a
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look back at pavement design practices used in constructing the IHS and how those practices
have evolved during that time period. This paper focuses on the pavements constructed on the
Interstate system in the North Central region of the United States, and first begins with a
summary of the conditions in the North Central region, followed by a review of the concrete
pavement and the HMA pavement design practices used during the construction of the Interstate
system. Finally, a brief summary of the AASHO Road Test is provided, which was located in the
North Central region and served as the basis for the design of much of the IHS.

NORTH CENTRAL REGION
As defined by the FHWA’s Long-Term Pavement Performance program, a 20-year study of inservice pavements across North America, 13 states comprise the North Central region of the
United States, as shown in Figure 1. These states are broadly classified in the wet–freeze climatic
zone, and overall have over 13,000 centerline miles of Interstate pavement, roughly 30% of the
entire U.S. Interstate mileage. Table 1 lists the Interstate mileage by states in the North Central
region.
Table 2 summarizes the condition [in terms of the International Roughness Index (IRI)
and the Present Serviceability Index (PSI)] of the Interstate pavements in the North Central
region, as reported for 2003 (15). This table indicates that the overall performance of the current
system is very good, with 89% of the Interstate highways having PSI values greater than 2.8 and
25% greater than 3.9. A PSI value of 2.8 is in the range commonly used to trigger pavement
rehabilitation.

ND
MN

WI

SD

MI

NE

KS

IA
IL
MO

OH
IN
KY

FIGURE 1 States in North Central region.
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TABLE 1 Interstate System Mileage in the North Central Region
State
Mileage
Illinois
2,170
Indiana
1,169
Iowa
782
Kansas
874
Kentucky
763
Michigan
1,243
Minnesota
912
Total mileage = 13,146

State
Missouri
Nebraska
North Dakota
Ohio
South Dakota
Wisconsin

Mileage
1,181
482
572
1,574
679
745

TABLE 2 Condition of Interstate Pavements in North Central Region (15)
IRI
Range
< 60
60–94
95–119
120–144
145–170
> 171

Approximate
PSI
3.9
3.2
2.8
2.4
2.0
1.6

Cumulative % Mileage
Better Than
24.8
69.4
88.8
96.6
99.1
100.0

The North Central region boasts two of the first Interstate segments that were associated
with the 1956 Federal-Aid Highway Act (9). The first contract to be awarded under the new
legislation (August 2, 1956) was a portion of U.S. Route 66 in LaClede County, Missouri, later
incorporated into I-44 (see Figure 2). The first project to be completed under the 1956 legislation
(November 14, 1956) was a portion of U.S. Route 40 in Kansas, later incorporated into I-70 (see
Figure 3).
Most of the original interstate pavement network in the North Central region was
constructed with PCC, more so than any other region of the country. In fact, nine of the 13 North
Central region states (Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio, South
Dakota, and Wisconsin) paved more than 90% of their original Interstate pavements with PCC
(14). Later, many of these PCC pavements were overlaid with HMA to create a composite
pavement structure. Within the past decade or more, states in the North Central region have used
both PCC and HMA for new pavement construction.
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FIGURE 2 Missouri claims the first Interstate contract awarded
after passage of Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956 (9).

FIGURE 3 Kansas claims the first Interstate highway project completed
under the provisions of the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956 (9).
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The following sections describe the evolution of the design of both PCC and HMA
pavements in the North Central region.

PCC PAVEMENTS IN THE NORTH CENTRAL REGION
PCC Pavement Type
Three PCC pavement types are commonly used in highway construction: jointed plain concrete
pavement (JPCP), jointed reinforced concrete pavement (JRCP), and continuously reinforced
concrete pavement (CRCP). JPCP is short-jointed pavement (transverse joints generally spaced
less than about 16 ft apart) that contains no reinforcing steel distributed throughout the slab.
JRCP employs longer joint spacings (typically about 30 to 40 ft) and contains steel reinforcement
(welded wire fabric or deformed steel bars) distributed throughout the slab that is intended to
hold tightly together any transverse cracks that may develop. CRCP has no regularly spaced
transverse joints but contains a significant amount of longitudinal steel reinforcement that both
influences the development of transverse cracks within an acceptable spacing (about 3 to 8 ft)
and serves to hold them tightly together.
In the North Central region, all three PCC pavement types have been used. In the early
days of the Interstate construction, JRCP designs were the pavement type of choice, as seen in
Figure 4a (16). In 1975, many agencies had incorporated both JPCP and CRCP designs as PCC
pavement design alternatives (Figure 4b) (17). However, by 1999, most agencies had moved to
JPCP designs (see Figure 4c), which is by far the most common PCC pavement type currently
being constructed (18). Three states (Illinois, North Dakota, and South Dakota) are shown in
Figure 4 as currently constructing CRCP designs on their Interstate highways and have had
excellent performance (19, 20).
PCC Slab Thickness Design
In the early days of the Interstate program, PCC slab thickness “design” was often based on
standard thicknesses that had been developed by each highway agency. These standard
thicknesses were based on observed performance of PCC pavements within the states, and
nominally accounted for traffic levels and subgrade support conditions. In 1958, slab thicknesses
for PCC pavements constructed in the North Central region were commonly between 9 and 10
in. (Figure 5a).
Upon the completion of the AASHO Road Test in 1960, interim design guides were
developed and issued by the AASHO Committee on Design in 1962 to be used by the states for a
1-year trial period (21). After the 1-year trial period, the AASHO Committee on Design did not
consider it necessary to revise the interim guides (based on the largely positive feedback from
the states), and the guides were retained as interim documents. As a reflection of the general
satisfaction with the AASHO procedure, a review of design practices in 1975 indicated the
following trends in the North Central region (17):
•
•
•

Eight of the 13 states were using the 1972 AASHO Interim Design Guide,
One state was using the Portland Cement Association (PCA) design procedure, and
Four states were using their own procedures.
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FIGURE 4 Primary PCC pavement type constructed in the North Central region in
(a) 1958, (b) 1975, and (c) 1999 (JP = JPCP; JR = JRCP; CR = CRCP).
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FIGURE 5 Typical range of PCC slab thicknesses on Interstate highways in
North Central region in (a) 1958, (b) 1975, and (c) 1999.
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As shown in Figure 5b, slab thicknesses in 1975 were observed to be in the 8- to 10-in.
range, with the thinner 8-in. slabs associated with CRCP designs that had come into more
widespread use during this period (many of the early CRCP designs built in the 1960s and 1970s
were commonly constructed thinner than alternative jointed designs).
In 1986, AASHTO released a revised pavement design guide, still based on the results of
the AASHO Road Test but containing a number of enhancements. The document was issued
again in 1993 containing a revised overlay design procedure, but the design procedures for new
pavements remained unchanged. According to a survey of pavement design practices in 1999,
highway agencies in the North Central region were using the following design procedures (18):
•
•
•
•

Eight states were using the 1986/1993 AASHTO Guide,
Two states were using the 1972 AASHO Guide,
One state was using the PCA procedure, and
Two states were using their own (mechanistic-based) design procedures.

In 1999, typical slab thicknesses for PCC pavements constructed on the Interstate system
in the North Central region had increased tremendously, now ranging from 9 in. to as much as 12
in. or more (see Figure 5c). Part of the reason for this increase is the inherent conservative nature
of the AASHTO PCC pavement design procedure, which had come into more widespread use by
the late 1990s. In addition, design traffic levels for many Interstate pavements had increased
substantially, not only because of increased truck volumes but also because of longer initial
design periods.
Many of the early PCC Interstate pavements in the North Central region achieved their
design traffic levels after a fraction of their design life but continued to perform well. For
example, many of the early PCC Interstate pavements in Illinois were designed for less than 5
million equivalent single-axle load (ESAL) applications but on average withstood about three
times that designed traffic level before receiving rehabilitation (22).
Transverse Joint Spacing
Transverse joint spacing is an important design feature that strongly affects jointed PCC
pavement performance. Historical trends of transverse joint spacing in the North Central region
are closely tied to the pavement type, as JRCP designs (which contain distributed steel intended
to hold cracks tight) typically employed longer joint spacings (commonly 40 to 60 ft) whereas
JPCP designs (which contain no distributed steel) employed shorter joint spacings (commonly 20
ft or less). These trends are illustrated in Figure 6, which shows the typical joint spacing for
pavements constructed in 1958 (16), 1975 (17), and 1999 (18).
It is observed from Figure 6a that more states were constructing JRCP designs in 1958
and that many of these early JRCP designs used transverse joints spacings of 60 ft or more. The
highway agencies constructing JPCP designs at that time were using joint spacings between
about 15 and 30 ft. Although expansion joints had been used by many highway departments in
the 1930s and 1940s, by the 1950s most agencies had adopted contraction joints and limited the
use of expansion joints to bridges and other structures (16).
By 1975, highway agencies had reduced the joint spacings on their JRCP designs within
the range of 40 to 60 ft (see Figure 6b). This was in recognition of the performance benefits of
shorter joint spacings in terms of less slab movement and reduced joint openings. Figure 6b also
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FIGURE 6 Transverse joint spacing used in North Central region:
(a) 1958, (b) 1975, and (c) 1999.
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shows the increased adoption of JPCP as a design alternative, with transverse joints commonly
between 15 and 20 ft.
In 1999, most highway agencies had adopted JPCP designs and were using joint spacings
between 15 and 20 ft (see Figure 6c). A few agencies continued to keep JRCP as a design
alternative, but had adopted significantly shorter joint spacings (21 to 27 ft) than had previously
been used.
Changes in Other PCC Design Features
There are a number of other design features that go into concrete pavement design, and it is
interesting to trace how these have changed during the time of the Interstate pavement
construction in the North Central region. Table 3 lists the general practices for each of these
design features at various points in time during the Interstate pavement construction (based on
information compiled from PCA (16), Nussbaum and Lokken (17), ERES (23), and ACPA (18).
Historically, most agencies have placed transverse contraction joints perpendicular to the
centerline of the pavement and at uniform, fixed intervals (e.g., 15 ft apart). Beginning in the
1960s, some agencies began experimenting with joint orientation and layout, often placing the
transverse joints at a counterclockwise skew to the centerline (typically offset by 1 to 2 ft per 12ft wide lane) and at repeated variable spacings (such as 12, 15, 13, and 14 ft). By the 1970s and
on into the 1980s and 1990s, this was a standard practice in many states in the North Central
region. However, Table 3 shows that the highway agencies in the North Central region returned
to the use of perpendicular and uniformly spaced joints for JPCP, based on several performance
reports questioning the effectiveness of skewed and variable joint spacings (24, 25).
At the beginning of the Interstate construction, JRCP designs in the North Central region
were almost universally doweled, using either 1- or 1.25-in. diameter dowels. However, JPCP
designs at this time were often undoweled, the belief being that aggregate interlock would
provide effective load transfer because the shorter joint spacings would minimize joint opening.

TABLE 3 Historical Changes in Other PCC Pavement Design
Features in North Central Region
Design Feature
JPCP transverse joint
orientation and layout
Load transfer

1958 Practice
Perpendicular and
uniform spacing
1 to 1.25 in. dowels
(JRCP designs only)

1975 Practice
Skewed and
variable spacing
1.25 in. dowels
(JRCP and JPCP)
Hot-poured sealants
Unsealed joints (one
state―experimental)

Joint sealing

Hot- and cold-poured
sealants

Base type

Granular base

Granular and greater use
of treated bases

Shoulder type

HMA

HMA and
experimental PCC

1999 Practice
Perpendicular and
uniform spacing
1.5 in. dowels
(JRCP and JPCP)
Hot-poured sealants
Silicone salants
Unsealed joints
Treated or permeable
bases (medium- to hightraffic volumes)
PCC shoulders and/or
widened PCC slabs
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By the mid-1970s, the use of dowel bars in the North Central region was almost universally
adopted for both JRCP and JPCP designs, and the use of 1.25-in. dowels was fairly standard for
the 9- and 10-in. slabs commonly constructed during that era. The more recent trends have been
to the use of larger diameter dowel bars (1.5-in. are now quite common). A number of research
projects conducted in the period of the 1970s to the 1990s confirmed the need for dowel bars for
most PCC pavements subjected to significant truck traffic (24, 25, 26, 27).
Transverse joint sealing practices have evolved considerably in the North Central region.
The early Interstate pavements were sealed after construction using either a hot- or cold-poured
bituminous sealant. By the mid-1970s, agencies had adopted high-type hot-poured sealants
almost exclusively, with one highway agency (Wisconsin) beginning to evaluate unsealed joints
(28). In the late 1990s, the use of silicone sealants had become more common, and Wisconsin
had adopted a no-seal policy for its new PCC pavements constructed on the Interstate. Moving
into the 21st century, several highway agencies in the North Central region have constructed
experimental pavements to assess the relative performance of sealed and unsealed joints.
Base types used in the early days of the Interstate pavements in the North Central region
were almost universally granular. Performance studies conducted in the 1940s had clearly
demonstrated the benefits of a granular base beneath PCC slabs to prevent pumping (29).
Because of the experience of other highway agencies in the use of treated base courses, by the
mid-1970s several highway agencies in the North Central region had either adopted or were
evaluating the effectiveness of treated bases (e.g., aggregate or soil–aggregate mixtures treated
with a small percentage of either cement or asphalt) in reducing joint faulting and improving
overall performance [see, for example, studies by Minnesota (30), Michigan (31), and Ohio
(32)]. In the past decade, many highway agencies in the North Central region have adopted the
use of treated or permeable bases for Interstate pavements subjected to significant truck traffic
volumes.
The 1956 Federal-Aid Highway Act called for a 10-ft paved outer shoulder, and the
standard for the early Interstate pavements was one paved with either a HMA or a bituminous
surface course. PCC shoulders were constructed as early as 1957 in Missouri and by several
other North Central states (Illinois, Michigan, Nebraska, Iowa, Kentucky, Ohio, and North
Dakota) on an experimental basis in the 1960s and 1970s (33, 34). The use of widened PCC
slabs (in which the outer slab is paved 1 to 3 ft wider than normal but the traffic lane is still
striped at 12 ft) was first used in the late 1970s. Both of these design features are expected to
provide performance enhancements by reducing critical edge stresses. Today, widened slabs and
PCC shoulders are commonly used in the North Central region on Interstate pavements.
Other Significant Developments
Several other significant PCC pavement-related developments occurred within the North Central
region, as described in the following sections.
Slipform Paving
The slipform paver completely revolutionized the PCC pavement construction industry and
greatly increased overall paving productivity. The slipform paver traces its roots to the Iowa
State Highway Commission, where highway engineers James Johnson and Bert Myers developed
a prototype device in 1947 and first slipformed a roadway in 1949 (35). The first project was a
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county highway located near Primghar (in the northwest corner of the state) and was paved in
two passes because the slipform paver was only 10 ft wide. From the 1950s into the 1960s, the
slipform paver moved from an experimental process to a proven technology, even for the meshdowel pavements that were commonly constructed in the North Central states in the 1960s (36).
By the early 1970s, virtually all highway agencies had adopted the slipform paver for Interstate
pavement construction (17).
D-Cracking
D-cracking has been a nemesis of PCC pavements in the North Central region since it was first
identified in Kansas in the 1930s. D-cracking is a form of deterioration in PCC pavements
associated primarily with the use of coarse aggregates that disintegrate when they become
saturated and subjected to repeated freeze–thaw cycles (37). D-cracking is visible as a series of
fine cracks generally running parallel to joints, cracks, or free edges in the slab and may be
accompanied by spalling, scaling, and staining.
The performance of many PCC Interstate pavements constructed in the North Central
region has been hampered by the development of D-cracking. This led to major research efforts
in the highway agencies to develop beneficiation techniques to upgrade coarse aggregates for use
in pavement construction. One of the most effective methods found to reduce the susceptibility
of coarse aggregates is to reduce the maximum size of the aggregate, and consequently many
highway agencies adopted a maximum coarse aggregate size of 0.5 or 0.75 in. This practice,
however, may lead to a significant increase in the paste requirement and may compromise the
structural integrity of cracks and joints relying on aggregate interlock for load transfer (38). In
recent years, highway agencies have developed extensive testing programs using a suite of tests
to identify D-cracking susceptible aggregates.
Summary of PCC Pavement Design Trends in North Central Region
The following summarizes some of the key trends that have been observed in the design of PCC
Interstate pavements in the North Central region:
• Use of longer designs lives (from a nominal 20-year design to 30 years or longer);
• Construction of thicker slabs (from 9- and 10-in. slabs to 11- to 14-in. slabs);
• Adoption of JPCP designs as the almost exclusive PCC pavement design type (with three
states also constructing CRCP);
• Use of shorter JPCP joint spacings (typically 15-ft perpendicular joints that are uniformly
spaced);
• Adoption of dowel bars for virtually all Interstate pavement construction;
• Increased use of treated and permeable bases for most Interstate pavements;
• Incorporation of edge support features, including tied PCC shoulders and widened slabs;
• Resurgence in production of durable PCC mixtures (including use of combined
gradations, supplementary cementitious materials, and specialized admixtures);
• Adoption of initial PCC pavement smoothness specifications; and
• Reexamination of PCC pavement surface texturing techniques because of noise concerns
(with some agencies adopting alternative methods, such as random transverse tining, longitudinal
tining, and burlap drag).
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HOT-MIX ASPHALT PAVEMENTS IN THE NORTH CENTRAL REGION
HMA pavements are layered systems that develop their load-carrying capacity through the loaddistributing characteristics of the layered system. The conventional HMA pavement structure
consists of an HMA surface course constructed on a granular base and granular subbase, but
some agencies have also constructed full-depth designs consisting of one or more layers of HMA
placed directly on the subgrade.
This section discusses the evolution of HMA pavement thickness design in the North
Central region, and also describes the changes that have occurred in HMA mixture design and
asphalt cement classification.
HMA Pavement Thickness Design
Two primary parameters used in the thickness design of HMA pavements are subgrade soil
properties and design traffic characterization. Each of these parameters has changed significantly
over the past 50 years.
Subgrade Characterization
The characteristics of the subgrade have long been recognized as a critical input to HMA
pavement design. Nationwide, in the 1950s and 1960s, soil characteristics were evaluated using
soil classification systems (gradation and Atterberg limits), California bearing ration (CBR), Rvalue, and the triaxial strength tests. In the North Central region, in the early 1950s, states were
primarily using the CBR, with one state using the triaxial test, one state using a cone test, one
using a shear test, and four relying upon soil classification methods (Figure 7). At this time, all
states were routinely conducting soil classifications, using either the Highway Research Board
(HRB) method, the Public Roads Administration method, or other pedological methods (39).
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FIGURE 7 Subgrade soil characterization methods used by the
North Central states in the mid-1950s (39).
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In the early 1970s, little had changed in the way that these highway agencies
characterized their subgrade soils. However, beginning with the release of the 1986 AASHTO
Pavement Design Guide, many highway agencies began moving toward the use of resilient
modulus to characterize their soils. Although resilient modulus had been used before this time,
the inclusion of resilient modulus as an integral part of the 1986 AASHTO pavement design
procedure strongly encouraged this move. Moreover, the resilient modulus was recognized as
being an improved method of characterizing the subgrade soil.
Traffic
In the period of the late 1950s and early 1960s (before the results of the AASHO Road Test were
published), state highway agencies evaluated traffic in a number of different ways, including
• Design, maximum, or equivalent wheel load;
• Traffic volume, in terms of either total traffic per day or number of commercial trucks
per day; and
• Traffic index, an empirical approximation of the accumulated effect of wheel loads
and repetitions.
With the release of the AASHO Interim Guide in 1962, a methodology was provided for
converting mixed traffic into a single overall traffic loading indicator, the 18-kip ESAL. In this
way, the damage caused by different axle types, configurations, and loadings are all expressed in
terms of the equivalent damage caused by a standard 18-kip single-axle. The ESAL loadings are
calculated using axle load equivalencies derived from the AASHO Road Test. By the early
1970s, eight of the 13 states in the North Central region had adopted the AASHO load
equivalencies (21).
The ESAL factor continues to serve as the basis for many HMA pavement design
procedures, but the recent movement toward M-E design procedures is advancing the use of load
spectra data. Load spectra are the summation of axle load magnitudes and repetitions expected
over the design life of the pavement; in the M-E design process, the load spectra data are used to
compute the individual and accumulated effects of axle loads and types on pavement
performance.
Design Procedures
A wide variety of design procedures have been used in the design of HMA pavements, including
those based on theoretical and semitheoretical considerations, those based on empirical
procedures, and those based on soil classifications. In the mid-1950s, a number of different
HMA pavement design procedures were in use, as shown in Figure 8 (40). In the North Central
region, CBR and Group Index (soil classification method) were commonly used.
After the release of the AASHO Interim Guide in 1962, highway agencies began using
the new procedure and comparing and contrasting it with designs produced by their current
design procedures. By the early 1970s, more than 60% of all state highway agencies had adopted
the AASHO Interim Guide nationally, and within the North Central region nine of the 13
highway agencies were using it directly in their pavement design work (21). By the late 1990s,
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FIGURE 8 HMA pavement design procedures used in late 1950s (40).
more than half of the highway agencies were using the 1993 AASHTO Design Guide for HMA
pavement design, including eight states in the North Central region (23).
HMA Mixture Design
The design of the HMA mixture is an important component of HMA pavement design. In the
mid-1950s, a variety of mix design procedures were employed by the states in the North Central
region, as shown in Figure 9. However, by the 1960s and into the 1970s, the Marshall mix design
method was almost universally used in the North Central region (41, 42).
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FIGURE 9 Method of mix design used by North Central region in the 1950s (43).
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The earliest version of the Marshall mix design method was developed at the Mississippi
Highway Department by Bruce Marshall about 1939. It was further developed by the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers Waterways Experiment Station in 1943 to design airfield pavements (44).
Limiting criteria for items such as stability and flow were established, but these design criteria
were later adjusted as tire pressures and weight of aircraft increased.
A goal of the laboratory compaction was to develop a simple preparation procedure that
would help determine optimum asphalt content. The apparatus also needed to be portable enough
to be taken into the field for quality control purposes. A 50-blow compaction effort on each side
of the specimen was originally used. As heavier wheel loads and higher tire pressures were
encountered the compaction effort was increased to 75 blows per side (42).
With the Marshall method, the optimum asphalt content was determined by maximum
stability, a design air void content of 4%, and the maximum density. Many of the mixture
designs developed by using the Marshall method were relatively fine gradations.
A survey of state highway practices in the 1984 indicated that the Marshall mix design
was used by all but one of the states in the North Central Region (45). However, a standard test
method was not universally used by all agencies.
Asphalt Cement Classification
In the 1950s and 1960s, asphalt cements were classified by the penetration test (ASTM D5). In
the penetration test, a sample of asphalt cement at a temperature of 77°F is placed under a
standard needle. The needle is loaded with a 100-g weight and is allowed to penetrate the asphalt
cement sample for 5 s (46). A lower penetration value represents harder asphalt, whereas a
higher penetration value represents softer asphalt. Into the mid-1980s, two states in the North
Central Region continued to use the penetration test as the prime method of asphalt grading (47).
Along with the penetration test, the softening point test was conducted to characterize the
temperature susceptibility of the asphalt cement. The softening point (ASTM D36) is simply the
temperature at which asphalt cement cannot support the weight of a steel ball and starts flowing
(46). The standard thin film oven test (ASTM D1754) and the rolling thin film oven (RTFO) test
(ASTM D2872) were used to control the aging characteristics of the asphalt cement. In addition,
a standard ductility test (ASTM D113) was used to measure that property of the asphalt cement.
Example asphalt cement specifications are presented in elsewhere (48).
A major change in asphalt cement grading specifications was initiated in the early 1960s
with the introduction of the viscosity grading system (46). The viscosity at 140°F was used as the
standard value for grading, as this was considered the maximum pavement temperature for most
of the United States. (47). Viscosity grading has the following advantages (46):
• Viscosity is a fundamental property;
• Viscosity is suitable for a wide range of environments (from 77°F to 140°F);
• There is no overlap in the grading;
• A number of test instruments are available;
• It is based on a maximum temperature appropriate for most of the United States; and
• Temperature susceptibility can be measured directly with the viscosity at three
standard temperatures.
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Into the mid-1980s, all but two of the states in the North Central region were using
viscosity grading (47). ASTM D 3381 lists typical specifications for viscosity-graded asphalts.
Superpave System
In the late 1980s and early 1990s, SHRP designated a significant amount of research to the
development of a more rational system to classify asphalt cements. The Superpave system
includes various physical tests (46):
• RTFO (ASTM D2872 and AASHTO T240) to simulate hardening of the asphalt during
production and construction.
• Pressure-aging vessel (ASTM D454 and ASTM D574) to simulate the asphalt binder
aging that occurs during 5 to 10 years of in-service pavements.
• Dynamic shear rheometer (DSR) (AASHTO TP5) to characterize the viscous and elastic
characteristics of asphalt binders at high- and intermediate-service temperatures. The DSR
measures the complex shear modulus (G*) and the phase angle (δ) of asphalt binders at the
desired temperature and frequency of loading, which are indicators of the stiffness and material
elasticity, respectively. For a rut-resistant asphalt, the G* should be high and the phase angle low
so that the asphalt cement is stiff and elastic. For a fatigue-resistant asphalt, the G*/ (sin δ)
should be a minimum of 1.0 kPa for unaged asphalt cement and 2.2 kPa for aged material.
• Bending beam rheometer testing (ASTM D790) to evaluate the low-temperature
properties of the asphalt cement. The test uses a transient creep load applied in the bending mode
to load an asphalt beam specimen held at a constant low temperature.
The tests determine the upper and lower temperature performance grading classification
for the asphalt cement. The high temperature indicates the temperature at which the asphalt
cement will be stiff enough to withstand permanent deformation, whereas the low temperature
indicates the low-temperature flexibility of the asphalt cement. The selection of the hightemperature grade is based on the high pavement temperature predicted over a 7-day period and
the low temperature is selected on the basis of a low temperature recorded over a 20-year period
(49). Typical asphalt binder specifications are presented by Roberts et al. (46).
Given the features of the Superpave system, it is now possible to design an asphalt
cement for more specific conditions such as slow traffic and parking lots. By 1997, all states in
the North Central region had adopted performance-graded asphalts.
Superpave mixture samples are prepared with the gyratory compactor and for weight–
volume criteria developed by each agency. For gyratory mixture design, criteria have been
developed for initial number of gyrations (Ninitial) before it reaches 89% of maximum theoretical
density (i.e., 11% air voids). The design number of gyrations is the number of gyrations (Ndesign)
to compact the sample to 96% of maximum theoretical density (4% air voids). At the maximum
number of gyrations (Nmaximum), the minimum air voids should be 2% percent (50, 51).
Air voids, voids in mineral aggregate, or film thickness are criteria used to design asphalt
mixtures for both the Marshall and Superpave procedures. All HMA mixtures used on the
Interstate pavements in the North Central region are now designed with the Superpave system.
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Summary of HMA Pavement Design and Construction Trends in North Central Region
The following summarizes some of the key trends that have been observed in the design and
construction of HMA Interstate pavements in the North Central region:
• The development and use of the Superpave mix design system including the
performance-grading system for asphalt cements.
• The development of tests to measure the resilient modulus of the subgrade, granular
base courses, and HMA surface courses for a flexible pavement. These values are used for input
for mechanistic pavement designs.
• The development and calibration of mechanistic design procedures.
• The increased use of HMA pavement recycling. Mixtures with up to 40% recycled
materials can be designed with the same criteria as for virgin mixtures using either the Marshall
or Superpave procedures. HMA plants were modified so that the recycled materials are not
subjected to a direct flame (46).
• The development and use of
– Open-graded friction courses (52, 53),
– Stone matrix asphalt mixtures (54), and
– Dense-graded large stone mixtures.
• In the late 1970s, the drum mixer was perfected and is used on most large projects.
• The use of storage silos to improve logistics at asphalt plants (55).
• The use of dust collectors to essentially eliminate particulate matter from plants:
– Primary dry collector,
– Wet scrubbers, and
– Fabric filter (baghouse) system to remove dust and return it to aggregate input
(55).
• The use of belt weighing systems for aggregate.
• On-paver developments include
– Self-leveling and automatic ski controls and
– Grade reference systems.
• Development of end result specifications using quality control/quality assurance
concepts and test strips (56).
• Additives and modifiers for asphalt cements and HMA. These can be classified as
– Extenders,
– Modifiers,
– Polymers,
– Rubbers,
– Plastics,
– Fibers,
– Oxidants,
– Antioxidants,
– Recycling agents (softening, rejuvenating), and
– Antistripping agents [liquid, lime additives (57)].
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THE AASHO ROAD TEST
One of the most significant pavement research projects conducted in the past 50 years was the
AASHO Road Test, which was constructed in the North Central region. Conducted between
1958 and 1960 on the future alignment of I-80 near Ottawa, Illinois (Figure 10), the project not
only evaluated the performance and behavior of pavement structures under a variety of axle
loadings, but also investigated the performance of highway bridge structures under known
loading conditions (58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64).
The pavement construction, pavement monitoring, and data analysis activities conducted
at the Road Test established many standards and protocols and helped define design,
construction, and evaluation practices. Even now, nearly five decades after the completion of the
Road Test, the AASHO (and now AASHTO) design procedures continue to serve as the
cornerstone for both PCC and HMA pavement design in the United States, as well as in other
countries. Additionally, data from the Road Test are often used by researchers in a variety of
ways unforeseen by the original AASHO Road Test developers (65).
Six pavement loops comprised the AASHO Road Test; five of them were exposed to
traffic loadings (Figure 11). Each traffic loop consisted of two straight tangent sections and a
superelevated turnaround connecting them at each end. Tangent lengths were 6,800 ft for Loops
3 through 6, 4,400 ft for Loop 2, and 2,000 ft in Loop 1. Two traffic lanes were constructed
throughout the large loops, and each lane in the traffic loops were subjected to a specific truck of
known axle type and axle load (65).

FIGURE 10 Location of AASHO Road Test.
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FIGURE 11 Layout of test loops at AASHO Road Test.
The northern tangent section and the eastern turnaround of each loop consisted of HMA
test sections, whereas the southern tangent section and the western turnaround of each loop
consisted of PCC test sections. A series of short test sections were constructed within each
tangent (representing a factorial set of pavement thicknesses), separated by a short transition.
Each test section was separated into two identical pavement sections by the centerline of the
pavement (as specific truck axle type/axle load combinations operated in each lane). In total,
there were 836 test sections constructed in all loops at the AASHO Road Test: 468 HMA
pavement test sections and 368 PCC pavement test sections.
The performance of the pavement sections were closely monitored over the 2-year
period. In general, measurements were made on those variables that had been demonstrated in
previous research to be related to pavement performance. Routine performance measures
included
•

•

HMA pavements:
– Longitudinal profile,
– Roughness,
– Cracking,
– Patching, and
– Rut depths and
PCC pavements:
– Longitudinal profile,
– Cracking,
– Patching,
– Spalling, and
– Joint/crack faulting.

The roughness and profile testing were conducted at 2-week intervals, whereas the other
pavement condition data were collected as part of weekly surveys. Other measurements, such as
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surface deflections, surface strains, vertical subgrade pressures, and pavement temperature
distributions, were obtained at various times during the test period.
Because one of the principal objectives of the Road Test was to determine relationships
between pavement performance and design variables, it became necessary to develop a rational
method of determining and expressing as a single number the performance of each pavement section
at periodic intervals (62). To address this need, Bill Carey (chief engineer for research) and Paul Irick
(chief, data processing and analysis) developed the concept of “pavement serviceability,” which is
founded on the principle that the primary function of a pavement is to serve the traveling public. As
such, users of a pavement facility can provide their subjective opinions as to how well the pavement
is meeting their needs, and it is assumed that the serviceability of a given highway may be expressed
as the mean evaluation of all highway users (66). Serviceability was expressed on a scale of 0 to 5,
with 0 representing a pavement that was impassible and 5 representing a perfectly smooth riding
pavement.
Since it was impractical to convene a panel of raters regularly to provide their opinion of road
serviceability on the more than 800 pavement sections at the Road Test, an alternate means of
assessing pavement serviceability based on objective pavement condition measurements (roughness
and distress) taken on each test section, was developed. With these objective measures and models
developed from a panel review of pavements in Illinois, Minnesota, and Indiana, a PSI was
computed for each section that served as an estimate of the mean panel serviceability rating. Figure
12 shows typical serviceability histories for selected pavement sections included in the Road Test.
Equations were developed to define the serviceability trends predicted from the number, type,
and weight of axle loads relative to either the thickness index (now called the structural number) for
HMA pavements or the slab thickness for PCC pavements. Figure 13 presents the graphical
relationship that was developed for HMA pavements.

FIGURE 12 Typical serviceability histories for selected pavement test sections (62).
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FIGURE 13 HMA pavement “thickness index” as a function of
axle loadings for PSI of 2.5 (60).
As mentioned earlier, the results of the AASHO Road Test were used in the development of
the interim pavement design procedures that were released to the states in 1962 for a 1-year trial
usage. The design procedures were widely accepted by many highway agencies and were used to
design many of the pavements constructed during the Interstate era. A portion of the original
AASHO Road Test sections (Loop 1, the untrafficked loop) still remains today in the right-of-way of
I-80 as a visible reminder of the significant contributions of the Road Test (see Figure 14).

SUMMARY
This paper describes the development of the IHS and the changes in the pavement design
practices of the states in the North Central region, namely, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas,
Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota, and
Wisconsin.
Most of the original Interstate pavement network in the North Central region was
constructed with PCC, more so than any other region of the country. In fact, nine of the 13 North
Central region states paved more than 90% of their original Interstate pavements with PCC (14).
Later, many of these PCC pavements were rehabilitated with HMA overlays to create a
composite pavement structure. Within the past decade or more, states in the North Central region
have used both PCC and HMA for new pavement construction.
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 14 Loop 1 of the AASHO Road Test in September 2005:
(a) PCC pavement and (b) HMA pavement.
The PCC pavements in the North Central region have evolved from 9- to 10-in. JRCP
designs in the 1950s to JPCP designs that today are constructed 11 in. thick or greater. CRCP
designs are commonly constructed in three states. Dowel bars, treated and permeable bases, and
PCC shoulders and widened slabs comprise other key elements of the modern JPCP design in the
North Central region.
The thickness design of HMA pavements was originally based on soil classification or
empirical soil tests. Traffic was evaluated with the maximum axle load, and now ESALs is used.
Equivalent load factors developed from the results of the AASHO Road Test are used to
calculate design ESALs for specific locations. Mix design procedures progressed from the
Marshall procedures in the 1950s and 1960s to Superpave procedures by the late 1990s. The
development of the Superpave performance-grading system for characterizing asphalt cements
has been significant and makes it possible to specify asphalt cements for specific environmental
and loading conditions. Various modifiers are also available to improve the characteristics of
asphalt cement. Thickness design procedures are now based on mechanistic representation of the
pavement layer system, and elastic-layered systems are used to simulate HMA pavement
behavior. Tests are available to measure resilient modulus for specific conditions.
The AASHO Road Test was conducted in the North Central region and played an
important role in the design of Interstate pavements. It was conducted between 1958 and 1960 on
the future alignment of I-80 near Ottawa, Illinois, and contained 468 HMA and 368 PCC
pavement test sections. The pavement construction, pavement monitoring, and data analysis
activities conducted at the Road Test established many standards and protocols and helped define
many pavement design, construction, and evaluation practices.
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P

avements constructed for the Interstate Highway System (IHS) in the West Coast states of
California, Oregon, and Washington were examined to see what lessons could be learned
about design and performance during the past 50 years. The focus was on new or reconstructed
pavement structures.
The origin for the information in this paper was originally developed for and presented at
the 85th Annual Meeting of the Transportation Research Board in Session 353, Pavement
Lessons from 50-Year-Old Interstate System. Presentations were made by four regional groups:
•
•
•
•

Western region,
Southern region,
North Central region, and
North Atlantic region.

This paper is an attempt to summarize the information presented for the western regional
states of California, Oregon, and Washington.
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INTRODUCTION
Given the time since the start of initial construction of the Interstate highway pavements nearly
50 years ago until today, much can be learned about past practices. This paper attempts to
summarize some of the available information spanning the 50-year period for three states in the
Western United States. These three states were chosen simply to limit the amount of data
gathering along with the assumption that any lessons learned would be largely reflective of a
larger number of states.
The three West Coast states of California, Oregon, and Washington have a combined
population of about 45 million, or 15% of the U.S. population (Table 1). The combined lane
miles of Interstate system pavement for the three states are about 22,000 which represent
approximately 10% of the total Interstate lane miles in the United States. The major Interstate
routes in the three states are California I-5, I-8, I-10, I-15, I-40, and I-80; Oregon, I-5 and I-84;
and Washington, I-5, I-82, and I-90.
Information provided in this paper spans the time from the 1950s to today. However,
much of the Interstate system was complete by the 1960s. For example, Oregon reported that
77% of its Interstate system was complete by 1965 (Kramer, 2004). The percentage complete
was likely not as high for California and Washington in 1965 but suggests that design and
construction techniques largely developed in the 1940s and 1950s were applied to much of the
Interstate system.
As an initial examination of these pavements, Table 2 shows the current International
Roughness Index (IRI) for the three states and the United States (FHWA, 2004). The urban
portions of the Interstates are in the poorest condition as defined by IRIs associated with the
mediocre and poor categories (California, 65%, Oregon 36%, and Washington 22%). The
mediocre and poor categories are those pavements that have IRIs greater than 1.9 m/km. [The
IRI levels of mediocre and poor were, in part, chosen based on a prior user survey conducted in
the Seattle area (Shafizadeh, 2002).] The U.S. average urban IRI reported for all states has about
27% falling into the mediocre and poor categories. The picture for rural Interstates is better
(California 28%, Oregon 8%, and Washington 17%) with the U.S. average at 12%. Overall, the
IRI of Interstate pavements for the three states span that of the U.S. averages. Later in this paper,
more specific IRI will be presented that examines flexible and rigid pavements separately.

TABLE 1 General Statistics for California, Oregon, and Washington
State
California
Oregon
Washington

Size
(km2)
430,000
258,000
187,000

Population
36.0 million
3.6 million
6.2 million

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, July 1, 2005, and FHWA, Highway Statistics, 2004.

Interstate Lane Miles
(lane km)
14,700 (23,800)
3,100 (5,000)
3,900 (6,400)
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TABLE 2 Interstate IRI Percentages for California,
Oregon, Washington, and the United States

State
California
Urban
Rural
Oregon
Urban
Rural
Washington
Urban
Rural
United States
Rural
Urban

Very Good
(<1.0)

Interstate IRI (m/km)
Good
Fair
Mediocre
(1.0–1.5)
(1.5–1.9)
(1.9–2.7)

Poor
(>2.7)

5
23

16
29

14
20

34
20

31
8

3
5

21
38

40
49

33
8

3
0

28
24

37
44

13
15

14
16

8
1

18
29

36
44

19
15

19
10

8
2

Source: FHWA, Highway Statistics, 2004.

TRAFFIC
An examination the performance of Interstate pavements today is complicated by numerous
factors such as the original designs, construction quality, maintenance, traffic, and climate—with
much of this information not available or difficult to characterize. However, we will examine
from a broad perspective the available information for some of these factors. Regarding traffic
there is no evidence that the traffic levels in these three states are significantly different from the
United States as a whole or between the three states. Table 3 shows for a sample of Interstate
routes that the number of trucks per day varies widely but is largely reflective of urban versus
rural locations. The number of trucks estimated per day result in a range of annual equivalent
single-axle loads (ESALs) of about 3 million ESALs per year for the sample of rural locations to
about 4 to 11 million ESALs per year for urban areas. This is a significant difference between
locations but suggests that all of these Interstate routes have experienced significant truck traffic.
Further, they have experienced far more ESALs than originally designed for since (a) the
original design period was 20 years with many of these pavements still in service after 40 to 50
years, and (b) the number of trucks and their loadings were fewer 50 years ago. This suggests
that the pavement design procedures used in the 1950s and 1960s were more conservative than
originally intended.
PAST AND PRESENT DESIGN PRACTICES
Tables 4 through 13 are used to overview past and current design practices for flexible and rigid
pavements.
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TABLE 3 Snapshot of Traffic Levels for the Three States (2004 Data)
State
California
Oregon
Washington

Route
I-5
I-80
I-5
I-84
I-5
I-90

ADT= average daily traffic

Location
(urban or rural)
Los Angeles (U)
Berkeley (U)
Portland (U)
Hood River (R)
Seattle (U)
Snoqualmie Pass (R)

ADT
226,000
159,000
136,000
26,000
242,000
30,000

Percent
Trucks
13%
6%
9%
21%
5%
18%

Trucks per
Day
29,000
10,000
12,000
5,000
12,000
5,000

TABLE 4 Comparison of Current West Coast Flexible Design Practices
Features
Thickness design
Design process

California1
Gravel equivalent
Hveem equations

Oregon
AASHTO 93
DARWin

Design period

20 or 40 years (40 years
used if AADT
>150,000)
Traffic index = 9.0
(ESAL/106)0.119
R-value

20 years (30 years in
grade-constrained
areas)
ESALs

Traffic

1

Subgrade strength
design parameter

MR (mostly from FWD
deflections)

Caltrans (2006); 2 WSDOT (2005); FWD = falling weight deflectometer

Washington2
AASHTO 93
DARWin/State
computer software
50 years
ESALs
MP (mostly from FWD
deflections)

TABLE 5 Comparison of 1960s West Coast Flexible Design Practices
Feature
Thickness design
Design process
Design period
Traffic
Subgrade strength
design parameter

California
Gravel equivalent
Hveem equations
20 years
Traffic index = 9.0
(ESAL/106)0.119
R-value

Oregon
Gravel equivalent
Charts
20 years
Traffic index

Washington
Gravel equivalent
Charts
20 years
Traffic index

R-value

R-value
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TABLE 6 Comparison of Current West Coast Rigid Design Practices
Feature
Thickness design
Design process
Design period
Type of PCC pavement
Transverse joints

Traffic
Base types
Subgrade strength
design parameter

California1
State procedure but
adopting M-E procedures
Design tables (Chapter 600
series)
20 yrs (if 20-year AADTT
<150,000)
40 years (otherwise)
Primarily JPCP and CRCP
to a lesser extent1
For JPCP, straight joints
either 12 or 15 ft with avg
= 13.5 ft
Use dowels
Traffic index =9.0
6 0.119
(ESAL/10 )
Mostly LCB and HMA
R-value

1

Oregon
AASHTO 93

Washington2
AASHTO 93

DARWin

DARWin

30 years

50 years

CRCP

CRCP

Not applicable

Straight joints with
15-ft spacing
Use dowels

ESALs

ESALs

Stabilized base
(generally HMA)
k-value (estimate from
FWD data)

HMA
k-value

Caltrans (2006); 2 WSDOT (2005)
AADT = annual average daily traffic; PCC = portland cement concrete; M-E = mechanistic–empirical; HMA = hotmix asphalt; LCB = lean concrete base

TABLE 7 Comparison of 1960s West Coast Rigid Design Practices
Feature
Thickness design
Design process
Design period
Type of PCC
pavement
Subgrade strength
design parameter
Traffic
Base types
Transverse joints

California
State process (modified
PCA from 1967–1983)
Tables
20 years
JPCP
(No dowels)
R-value
Traffic index = 9.0
(ESAL/106)0.119
Cement-treated base
1950s: 15-ft joints, skew
optional
1964: Skewed random
spacing of 12, 13, 18,
and 19 ft
1983: Skewed random
spacing of 12, 15, 13,
and 14 ft

Oregon
State process

Washington
State process (combination
of more than one)

20 years
JRCP (<1968)
CRCP (>1963)
R-value

20 years
JPCP
R-value

Traffic index

Traffic index

Crushed stone
Not applicable

HMA or crushed stone
1940s and 1950s: 90-degree
15-ft joints
1966: Random, skewed
spacing ranging from 14 to
18 ft
1967–1992: Random spacing
between 9 and 14 ft
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TABLE 8 California Flexible Pavement As-Builts—1950s to Current
Feature
1950s
Minimum HMA depth
Maximum HMA depth
Current
Minimum HMA depth
Maximum HMA depth

HMA Thickness (in.)

Subgrade

Min. allowed: 1.2
Min. used: 3.0
Max. allowed: 24.0
Max. used: 12.0

Subgrade strength was characterized by
R-value

Min. allowed: 1.2
Min. used: 3.0
Max. allowed: 24.0
Max.used: 12.0

Subgrade strength was characterized by
R-value

TABLE 9 Oregon Flexible Pavement As-Builts—1950s to Current
Feature
1950s
Minimum HMA depth
Maximum HMA depth

HMA Thickness (in.)

Subgrade

3.5
5.0

Current
Minimum HMA depth

Characterized by R-value.
12–18 in. of select material was often
specified over silty or clayey
subgrades.

12.0

Maximum HMA depth

13.0

6.0-in. aggregate base over 18.0-in.
subbase
12.0-in. aggregate base

TABLE 10 Washington Flexible Pavement As-Builts—1950s to Current
1950s

Feature

HMA Thickness (in.)

Minimum HMA depth

3.0

Maximum HMA depth

6.0

Current
Minimum HMA depth

9.6

Maximum HMA depth

10.8

CTB = cement-treated base

Base/Subgrade
Switched from CBR to R-value due to
issues with clean sands and clayey
gravel characterization about 1951
Some bases were CTB
Use of R-value continued from early
1950s to 1990s. Then with AASHTO
86, switch to MR was made.
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TABLE 11 California Rigid Pavement As-Builts—1950s1 to Current2
Traffic
1950s
Light traffic (design ESALs
<2.5 million)
Heavy traffic (design ESALs
>2.5 million)
Current
Lightest traffic (design
ESALs <1,000,000 or TI<9)
Heaviest traffic (design
ESALs >200 million or
TI>17)
1

PCC slab (in.)

Base (in.)

8.0

4.0 CTB

9.0

4.0 CTB

8.4

4.2 HMA, LCB, or
12.0 granular base

13.8

6.0 HMA or LCB

Other Factors
PCC not used if subgrade
R<10; same for all
climate regions
Slab thicknesses for
Inland Valley location,
Type 2 subgrade (10≤Rvalue≤40)

Harvey, et al. (2000); 2 Caltrans (2006)

TABLE 12 Oregon Rigid Pavement As-Builts—1950s to Current
Traffic
1950s
Minimum rigid section
Maximum rigid section

PCC slab (in.)

Current
Minimum rigid section
Maximum rigid section

LCCA = life-cycle cost analysis

Base (in.)

Traffic

8.0
8.0

9.0 crushed stone
12.0 crushed stone

PCC primarily used for
most new alignments
starting in 1959

11.0
13.0

4.0 HMA
4.0 HMA

LCCA used to determine
pavement type

TABLE 13 Washington Rigid Pavement As-Builts—1950s to Current1
Traffic

1950s
Minimum rigid section
Maximum rigid section
Current
Minimum rigid section
(design ESALs
<25,000,000)
Maximum rigid section
(design ESALs
>50,000,000)
1

WSDOT (2005)

PCC Slab (in.)

Base (in.)

8.0
9.0

Crushed stone
Either HMA or crushed
stone

10.8

HMA

12.6

HMA

Traffic
PCC considered only
when 10 year TI = 6.5 (or
about 500,000 ESALs)
LCCA (mostly) used to
determine pavement type
Doweled transverse
joints
Reliability = 95%
Thinner slabs allowed
for ramps, rest areas, etc.
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TABLE 14 Typical Rigid Pavement Designs [NCHRP 1-32 (1996)]
Feature
Design ESALs
2.5 million ESALs
7.5 million ESALs
30.0 million ESALs

California
8.4
9.0
10.2

Slab Thickness (in.)
Oregon
8.0
8.5
11.0

Washington
8.0
8.5
10.5

FLEXIBLE DESIGN
Tables 4 and 5 provide a summary of current and past flexible pavement design practices for the
three states. It is clear that the procedures developed by Hveem had a strong early influence on
all three states. California, Oregon, and Washington, in effect, used the same (or similar) design
methods (gravel equivalent), traffic characterization [traffic index (TI)], design period (20 years),
and subgrade characterization (R-value). This changed over time for Oregon and Washington as
they moved to AASHTO design procedures (the AASHTO 1986 Guide and subsequently the
1993 Guide). Further, Washington currently uses a structural design period of 50 years whereas
California and Oregon use 30 to 40 years. The use of R-value has decreased with the advent of
the FWD. Both Oregon and Washington currently make significant use of resilient modulus and
backcalculation routines. California is moving in a similar direction (although that is not
reflected in Table 4).
Hot-Mix Asphalt Thicknesses and Mixes
Tables 8 through 10 show typical ranges of HMA thicknesses used for Interstates in the 1950s to
today. Although the range was large, it was common to have HMA thicknesses of about 3 to 6
in. Today, HMA thicknesses have approximately doubled—to about 10 to 12 in.
All three states use performance grade binders and Oregon and Washington have fully
implemented the Superpave mix design process. Pierce et al (2004a) observed that HMA
surfacing performance life for the Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT)
increased about 14% (from 12.9 years to 14.7 years) over a 6-year period (1997 to 2003). This
likely reflects changing construction practices more so than mix design procedures.
RIGID DESIGN
Tables 6 and 7 provide a summary of current and past rigid pavement design practices. Early on
for Interstate design and construction, California and Washington adopted JPCP without the use
of dowel bars. Oregon started with JRCP but began transitioning to CRCP by 1963 (Kramer,
2004). All three states made use of TI to quantify traffic for pavement design.
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Portland Cement Concrete and Base Types
An early, major difference for the three states was in the selection of base types. California
adopted CTB, and Oregon and Washington largely used either HMA or crushed stone bases.
Washington did build a few sections of Interstate PCC pavements on CTB, but those were some
of the earliest PCC pavements to fail and were subsequently removed and replaced or overlaid
with HMA.
During the late 1930s and early 1940s, Francis Hveem of the California Highway
Department (Caltrans) recognized that PCC faulting was a major contributor to PCC distress and
recommended that CTB be used to combat this problem. The first CTB was placed on the
California route system in 1937 with a HMA surfacing (Mahoney et al., 1991). The early CTBs
performed well, except for shrinkage cracks in the HMA and eventually PCC surfaces. During
the 1950s, the cement content of the CTBs was reduced to address the shrinkage cracking
problem. However, over a longer span of time, the performance of CTB was not acceptable to
Caltrans as the following quotation suggests (Caltrans, 1988): “A major change in that cement
treated base, the traditional standard for PCCP (from 1950 to late 1970s), is no longer considered
to be appropriate for portland cement concrete pavements because of its susceptibility to
erosion.”
Today, all three states have moved toward the use of HMA base for PPC pavements
(PCCP). HMA base is exclusively used in Oregon and Washington. California allows either lean
concrete base (LCB) or HMA. On the basis of recent construction trends, Caltrans uses HMA
bases more than LCB largely because of speed of construction (communication with T. Hoover,
Caltrans, October 5, 2006).
Transverse Joint Spacing
California and Washington both transitioned from straight (90-degree) transverse joints to a
skewed, random spacing (skewed counter clockwise 2 ft in 12 ft). The difference between these
two states was the spacing. Washington’s joint spacing evolved over time. Starting in the 1940s
and 1950s, WSDOT used a straight joint pattern with a 15-ft spacing without dowels. In 1966,
this changed to the skewed pattern with a spacing ranging from 14 to 18 ft. This was quickly
reduced in 1967 to a random spacing of 9, 10, 14, and 13 ft for an average spacing of 11.5 ft. By
1992, WSDOT began moving toward a straight 15-ft pattern with dowel bars (WSDOT, 1995
and WSDOT, 2005).
California also started with straight 15-ft transverse joints but changed to a skewed
spacing. The initial skewed spacing was 13, 19, 18, and 12 ft for an average of 15.5 ft (Mahoney
et al., 1991). Over time, many of the 19- and 18-ft slabs experienced midpanel transverse cracks.
The spacing was eventually reduced to 12, 15, 13, and 14 ft for an average of 13.5 ft. Today,
Caltrans continues to use a 12-, 15-, 13-, and 14-ft spacing but with a straight orientation and
dowel bars (Caltrans, 2006).
PCC Slab Thicknesses
Tables 11 through 13 show typical ranges of PCC slab thicknesses used for Interstates in the
1950s to today. During the 1950s, all three states used slab thicknesses ranging from 8 to 9 in.
Today, the range is more like 11 to 13 in. for higher ESAL levels. Based on slab designs
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obtained via Jiang (1996) and the NCHRP 1-32 report, Table 14 shows that there is little difference
in slab thicknesses for the three states at the same ESAL levels; however, the data shown in the
table were current as of 1996. State practices have continued to evolve since that time.
Additionally, Washington has often added up to 1 in. of PCC to allow for studded tire wear.
Naturally, state practices evolved in ways that are difficult to capture in a short paper. For
example, Caltrans rigid pavement thicknesses can be further described by at least four time periods
(Harvey et al., 2000) plus current practice:
• 1952 to 1964: PCC slabs were 8 to 9 in. thick over a 4-in. CTB with increased strength.
The transverse joints were straight with 15 ft spacing and no dowel bars.
• 1964 to 1967: PCC slabs remained 8 to 9 in. thick over a 4-in. CTB. The transverse
joints were changed to the early, skewed pattern detailed above.
• 1967 to 1983: PCC slabs remained 8 to 9 in. thick but over a 6-in. CTB. The CTB
strength was increased along with plant mixing.
• 1983 to 2005: PCC slabs ranged in thickness up to 14 in. CTB was eliminated but
several base options were added including HMA, LCB, asphalt-treated permeable base, and
cement-treated permeable base. The skewed, random transverse joint spacing was reduced.
• 2005 to 2006: PCC slabs range in thickness up to 13.8 in. Base types are mostly HMA
or LCB (see Table 11). The thickest PCC slabs are designed for design ESAL levels exceeding 200
million. Transverse joints are straight, spaced 12 to 15 ft apart with dowel bars.
• Why did Caltrans change PCCP designs over time? A primary reason was faulting of
the transverse joints and slab cracking. Changing the CTB specification, joint spacing, and slab
thickness was tried in an attempt to improve PCCP performance. Hveem in 1949 concluded that
1.0-in. diameter dowels for transverse contraction joints were unacceptable because of poor
performance due to corrosion, bent and broke bars, and “freezing” in the joint sockets (as reported
by Harvey et al., 2000). He also noted that dowels did reduce faulting. That dowel experiment was
done with PCC slab lengths that ranged from 20 to 60 ft—and Hveem observed that those slab
lengths were excessively long and resulted in cracking. That work appears to have influenced
various western states, including Washington, not to use dowels early on for Interstate pavement
design and construction.
PERFORMANCE
Figures 1 through 6 are used to show basic pavement performance trends for Oregon and
Washington. Similar data for California were not available at the time this paper was prepared.
Time Since Construction or Reconstruction
Figures 1 and 4 are used to overview the time since construction and reconstruction for Oregon and
Washington.
Oregon data (Figure 1) show that the flexible pavements are a bit older than PCCP.
Typically, the flexible pavements range in age from 30 to 50 years, with oldest being about 50 to
60 years with an average of about 40 years. The PCCP, on average, was constructed about 30 years
ago, with the oldest being about 50 years. For both pavement types, few lane miles have been
constructed during the past 10 years.
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FIGURE 1 Oregon DOT Interstate pavements, time
from initial construction or reconstruction.
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FIGURE 2 Oregon DOT Interstate pavements, time to first rehabilitation.
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FIGURE 3 Oregon DOT Interstate pavements, IRI in 2004.
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FIGURE 4 Washington DOT Interstate pavements,
from initial construction or reconstruction.
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Figure 4 shows the same type of data but for Washington State. The trends are somewhat
similar to Oregon. The flexible pavements were generally constructed about 20 to 50 years ago,
with an average of about 35 to 40 years. The PCCP were mostly constructed 20 to 50 years ago,
with the oldest about 60. The average PCCP age is about 35 years. Like Oregon, few lane miles
have been constructed over the past 10 years.
Time to First Major Rehabilitation
Figures 2 and 5 are used to overview the time to first major rehabilitation for Interstate
pavements in Oregon and Washington.
Oregon data (Figure 2) show that for Interstate flexible pavements the time to first major
rehabilitation ranges from near zero to 30 years. Typically, rehabilitation (mostly HMA overlays)
occurs about 15 years following construction. PCCP time to first rehabilitation occurs later than
for flexible pavements (as expected). On average, rehabilitation occurs about 30 years following
construction within a range of about 20 to 40 years.
Washington data (Figure 5) reveal the same trends as Oregon. Various studies in
Washington State have shown that the short times to first rehabilitation for flexible pavements
are largely because of construction-related issues or stage construction (stage construction was
done more frequently in Washington State in the 1950s and 1960s—though not today).
IRI
Figures 3 and 6 are used to overview the current IRI (as of 2004) for both flexible and rigid
Interstate pavements in Oregon and Washington.
Oregon data (Figure 3) show that HMA-surfaced pavements are smoother than PCCP.
The average IRI for HMA is about 1.0 m/km. The PCCP IRI average is closer to 1.5 m/km. The
distribution of IRI values is spread over a wider range than HMA—likely reflective of the longer
times to first rehabilitation.
Washington data (Figure 6) show that HMA-surfaced pavements are substantially
smoother than PCCP. The average IRI for HMA is less than 1.0 m/km and falls within a tight
range with a maximum of about 1.5 m/km. PCCP has an average IRI of about 2.0 m/km within a
distribution of IRI values ranging up to about 5.0 m/km. Again, the higher IRI values for PCCP
are likely reflective of longer times to rehabilitation. Overall, the IRI variability for PCCP is
higher for Washington when compared with Oregon.
Oregon and Washington allow the use of studded tires during the winter seasons. This
type of wear, undoubtedly, impacts the reported IRIs.
The Caltrans Highway Design Manual notes that a terminal IRI of 2.5 m/km is the
maximum allowed at the end of life for rigid pavement (Caltrans, 1996).
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The following summary and conclusions can be drawn for the IHS pavements for these three
states.
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Summary
Flexible pavements in all three states use more HMA today than 50 years ago. However, this
suggests that over the years these state DOTs observed that thick HMA pavements make for a
high performing structural section. Both pavement types typically have long lives. Overall, on
the basis of the data available, flexible pavements are somewhat smoother than PCCP.
PCC pavements for all three states started out in the 1950s at either 8- or 9-in.-thick slabs.
Today, both California and Washington appear to be converging toward similar slab thicknesses,
use of dowels, and base type. Oregon has used and will continue to use CRCP for their rigid
pavements.
Conclusions: Flexible Pavements
• Early Interstate pavements: HMA thicknesses were thinner than today but were often
on stabilized bases.
• Today: Thick HMA is typical. Pavement age distributions are similar for Oregon and
Washington.
• The time since original construction for flexible pavements is about 40 years, on the
basis of data from Oregon and Washington. This suggests that thick HMA structural sections can
be long-lived. In fact, there is little difference in the ages of the structural sections for both
flexible and rigid pavements.
• The time to first major rehabilitation (mostly HMA overlays) is about 15 years.
• The smoothest of the Interstate flexible pavements are, in general, quite good—
typically about 1.0 m/km or less.
Conclusions: Rigid Pavements
• Early Interstate pavements: PCC slab thicknesses were about 3 in. less than today.
Base types were more varied.
• Today: California and Washington are converging toward similar PCC pavement
designs. Slab thicknesses are about the same for all three states; however, Oregon uses CRCP
and California and Washington JPCP. HMA is emerging as a preferred base type—certainly for
Oregon and Washington.
• The use of CTB for PCCP was widespread in California but ranged from limited use
to none for Oregon and Washington. Performance trends and state policies suggest that CTB will
not be used for future designs.
• The time since original construction for rigid pavements is about 30 to 40 years, on
the basis of data from Oregon and Washington.
• The time to first major rehabilitation is about 30 years.
• The smoothest of the Interstate rigid pavements are typically about 1.5 to 2.0 m/km.
The range of IRI for PCCP is higher than for flexible Interstate pavements on the basis of
Oregon and Washington data.
• The IRI values for Oregon Interstate pavements are lower than those observed in
Washington State. This might be significant (JPCP versus CRCP pavement types) or due to some
other factor not readily apparent.
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Interstate Highway System Challenges
North Atlantic States
JUDITH B. CORLEY-LAY
North Carolina Department of Transportation

T

he IHS, originally conceived for its military value, has seen service in a variety of ways,
only some of which were foreseen by its creators. The original aspect is now a small portion
of the system use. The Interstate system is a key component of freight delivery for just-in-time
manufacturing, an important link in commuting, emergency evacuation, and tourism. The
challenges to maintain the aging system are huge, with the traveling public having higher
expectations for rapid project delivery. This creates new challenges to provide reconstruction
with new and innovative methods, as well as maintain the portion of the system that is in good
condition with the use of pavement preservation techniques.
The New York State DOT demonstrated innovation in reconstruction by using precast
concrete segments to reconstruct the Tappan Zee Toll facility. The work required tight tolerances
for the prefabrication of the panels, as well as for elevations. Liquidated damages charged to the
contractor at a rate of $1,300 per minute per lane closure after 6 a.m. indicates the importance of
minimizing inconvenience to the driving public.
New Hampshire deals with lower traffic volumes but high potential for freeze–thaw
damage and has responded to the challenge by attempting full-depth reclamation on several
Interstate sections. Following a few trials, some sections have experienced tenting where water
infiltrates the reclaimed material and initiates formation of an ice lens, which expands. New
Hampshire is evaluating alternate treatments and improved compaction methods to deal with this
distress.
Pavement preservation efforts are reported in a number of states, including North
Carolina and Vermont. North Carolina has applied 25 mi of polymer-modified thin-wearing
course to a four-lane divided JPCP in order to improve ride quality and extend the useful life of
the pavement by 6 to 8 years. Vermont has placed open-graded friction course on Interstate
highways to reduce truck spray. While successful in reducing wet weather spray, when the opengraded friction course began raveling, failure was rapid. As a result, Vermont has removed this
treatment from its wearing course alternates.
The North Atlantic states are responding to the challenges with our Interstate system with
creativity in construction, by trying and refining new methods and by conserving good
pavements with pavement preservation treatments.
INTRODUCTION
As part of a TRB Pavement Management Section (AFD00) effort, two sessions were developed
to commemorate the anniversary of the Interstate highway system. One of those sessions dealt
with the AASHO Road Test and the important lessons learned and applied to the Interstate
system. This session reflects the regional Interstate lessons learned from pavement performance.
In this presentation, the focus is on system use, key challenges for the Interstate system, and
recent efforts to reconstruct, maintain, and improve the Interstates. Engineers from six states in
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the North Atlantic region were interviewed; their collective opinions and experiences are
included in this regional perspective.
The IHS was born out of military need: the now-famous trip across the country by
Dwight Eisenhower that took more than a month was one motivator. The United States also saw
the benefit of high-quality roadways for the German army in moving manpower and equipment
during World War II.
Use of the IHS has expanded rapidly since completion of key segments. Tourism and
travel have been facilitated by the system, enabling many Americans to visit national parks,
festivals, tourist attractions, and cities. “See the USA in a Chevrolet” was a popular marketing
jingle during the 1960s. This “see the USA” concept would not be feasible without high-speed
roadways reducing travel time to reasonable levels.
The Interstate system has also become an important evacuation route for coastal areas.
North and South Carolina both have evacuation plans that temporarily turn four-lane divided
highways into one direction of traffic away from expected storm routes. The North Carolina
poster for hurricane evacuation is shown in Figure 1 and is posted in rest areas and welcome
centers in the coastal region. Houston, Texas, also used Interstate highways to evacuate during
the summer of 2005. Work still needs to be done in the area of coordinating these evacuations to
prevent traffic congestion to the point where little safety benefit is achieved. South Carolina used
a directional switch to add capacity during hurricane evacuation of its coastal areas, as shown in
Figure 2.
One unanticipated use of the Interstate system has been freight delivery. Just-in-time
delivery means that components arrive at the fabrication site just when they are needed. Little to
no inventory of parts reduces plant overhead and improves productivity as long as shipments are
received. Nancy Dunn, a member of the North Carolina Board of Transportation, reported that
Dell Computers in Winston–Salem has a 4-h window from the time of component delivery at the
plant to when a finished computer is ready for shipment. This philosophy has become the method
of choice among manufacturers, and the result is a substantial increase in truck traffic. For this
business model, congestion is not just an inconvenience, but a direct impact to the bottom line of
a manufacturing plant. Freight companies require safe, high-speed, and dependable roadways to
ensure that client schedules are met.
Commuting has also changed significantly, and the use of Interstate highways as part of
daily commuting is the norm, not an exception. Initially the Interstate was envisioned for long
trips instead of daily travel. More and more commuters use the Interstates for one or more legs of
their daily commute. And increasing real estate costs around traditional suburban areas have
pushed the length of daily commutes. Nancy Dunn reported that 100,000 people left their home
county to travel to Greensboro, North Carolina, to work in the urban area. Most of that number,
and a large number of people within the city’s county, use Interstate highways.
Traffic growth on Interstate highways was reported by all states in the North Atlantic
region to outstrip the traffic projections. When the Interstate system was developed, the idea of
building for a 20-year design life came into being. During the middle to late 1950s, the designs
were to last until 1975. The ability to design adequately for 20 years of traffic requires that
correct estimates of both current traffic and projected traffic. Even recent estimates have been
known to be inaccurate. When the segment of I-40 near Burlington, North Carolina, was opened
in the mid-1990s, traffic exceeded the 20-year design traffic in a period of only 4 years (Figure
3). This is a grand challenge for pavement designers, and state DOT maintenance forces required
to maintain the underdesigned roadway into the future as well.
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FIGURE 1 Lane-reversal hurricane coastal evacuation plan for North Carolina DOT.
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FIGURE 2 Lane reversal in South Carolina during Hurricane Charley.
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FIGURE 3 Traffic growth after opening of I-40 in North Carolina.
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CONSTRUCTION–RECONSTRUCTION DILEMMA
Jack Lettiere, highway administrator for New Jersey DOT, commented at the 2005 North
Carolina DOT/Consulting Engineers Conference on the importance of transportation to our
citizens. “Transportation is the game board on which everything is played—getting children to
school, folks to work, freight delivery, etc. Imagine the impact of reduced congestion on family
life and community service. Fifty million Americans are homebound by virtue of lack of
transportation. Imagine the cost to our productivity.”
Lettiere mentioned the efforts by highway agencies to engage the American public in the
infrastructure needs of the highway system: to be willing to fund necessary maintenance,
rehabilitation, and reconstruction. This has included discussions on the number of miles of poor
condition pavement, the number of deficient bridges, and even the number of fatalities caused by
pavement conditions. The public has not responded to any of these appeals. To what have they
responded? According to Lettiere, the public has responded to project delivery. The public wants
transportation agencies to deliver projects in a timely manner with minimal traffic impacts. There
is risk associated with these projects because they require agencies to try new methods and
materials, but it is a risk that we must take.
An example of such a high-risk project was the reconstruction of the Tappan Zee Toll
Plaza by New York DOT. Because of traffic requirements, the contractor was required to be off
the roadway every morning by 6 a.m., with a $1,300 per minute liquidated damage if not. The
agency selected to use prefabricated concrete panels for the roadway reconstruction. Each panel
was carefully measured; detailed survey controls as well as manufacturing controls were
enforced (Figure 4). Once the panels were constructed and cured, sawing of the joints was done
at the plaza on the night before reconstruction. As soon as traffic control was in place, the

FIGURE 4 Precast concrete panel for Tappan Zee Toll Plaza reconstruction.
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sawed slabs were removed to flatbed trucks and taken off-site. Grading of the subgrade was
carefully controlled and select material was placed (Figure 5). Each precast slab was seated,
connecting dowels were epoxied into place, and the dowel slots were patched. The progression
of the work is shown in Figures 6 and 7.
An example that illustrates the risk aspects of alternative methods is the use of reclaiming
of Interstate flexible pavements by New Hampshire DOT. Because of the deep frost penetration
issues, a dominant form of distress is cold temperature cracking and frost heave. When the
flexible pavements reach maximum tolerable distress, they are reclaimed through the full depth
of the asphalt, the ground material is compacted, and a new surface course is applied. Figure 8
shows the distress level typical for an Interstate pavement recommended for reclaiming.
Unfortunately, New Hampshire DOT has experienced some return of cold weather distress in the
form of tenting in some of the reclaimed Interstate pavement (Figure 9). Tenting is differential
deflection at a crack caused by moisture accumulating and freezing below the crack. New
Hampshire DOT measured tenting of 0.75 in. over a 5-ft straight edge. The department is
investigating the causes of the premature failures and is evaluating other alternate methods of
rehabilitating pavement in cold environments.
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
Most of the Interstate system was designed and constructed before environmental initiatives to
minimize impacts, protect endangered species and their habitat, and control pollution during and
after the construction process. Many sections of Interstate would require extensive mitigation or
bridging if it were constructed today. This impacts the development, expansion, and
reconstruction of Interstate pavements.

FIGURE 5 Placement of precast panel at Tappan Zee Toll Plaza.
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FIGURE 6 Progression of work on Tappan Zee Toll Plaza.

FIGURE 7 Construction nearing completion on Tappan Zee Toll Plaza.
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FIGURE 8 Candidate road condition for reclaiming by New Hampshire DOT.

FIGURE 9 Tenting failure of reclaimed Interstate in New Hampshire.
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Maintaining project timelines is easiest if modernization projects can be limited to the
existing right of way of the system. According to North Carolina State Highway Administrator,
Len Sanderson, “We must demonstrate a commitment to environmental stewardship if we hope
to maintain a schedule of interstate reconstruction.”
PAVEMENT PRESERVATION
The philosophy of pavement preservation states that it is most cost effective to extend the time
when pavements are in good condition with relatively low-cost treatments rather than letting the
pavement condition deteriorate until more extensive work is required. This philosophy runs
counter to the worst-first treatment approach that was the norm during most of the past 30 years.
However, North Atlantic states are using the approach on their Interstate pavements to preserve
those in good condition.
Vermont has had a program of applying open-graded friction course to Interstate
pavements. The open-graded friction course provides excellent pavement surface frictional
characteristics and reduces truck spray during rain events. There have been issues with freezing
and icing during winter weather and with sudden raveling as the mode of failure. These sudden
failures have lead Vermont to remove these treatments over time. North Carolina, with a more
favorable weather regime, has successfully used polymer modifiers in open-graded friction
course to reduce the tendency for raveling. Use of salt brine in advance of freezing temperatures
has been successful in preventing ice buildup.
North Carolina has also used polymer-modified ultrathin wearing course as a
preservation treatment to improve ride quality on 30-year old JCP. The pavement had shallow
spalling at almost 100% of the joints. After these were repaired, the wearing course was applied,
and significant improvement in ride quality and appearance was noted. While reflection cracking
appeared within a year, no degradation of the cracks or decline in ride quality has occurred in the
5 years since application of the wearing course (Figure 10).
Other pavement preservation strategies that have been used in the region include sealing
joints and cracks, slab replacement, diamond grinding, thin overlays, and high-quality seals. New
Hampshire has experimented with a proprietary glass–based grid sheeting product to impede
reflection cracking.
CONCLUSIONS
The challenges to the states in maintaining, rehabilitating, and reconstructing the IHS are the
result of the success of the system. Most of the system is 30 years old and has had four or more
times its design loadings. Capacity is an issue in many locations, but environmental issues and
costs make it beneficial to remain within the current right of way footprint.
Manufacturing depends on just in time delivery of components and rapid delivery of
completed products. This has increased the user costs associated with congestion in general and
construction related congestion in particular. Citizens relate to the rapid delivery of projects,
which impacts their commutes, their family life, and their communities.
The North Atlantic states demonstrated a willingness to share both successes and
challenges. When challenges occurred, new methods or modifications of existing methods were
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FIGURE 10 High-quality polymer-modified ultrathin wearing
course, Burke County, North Carolina.
found to improve processes. The region is moving forward in construction, in maintenance and
in pavement preservation while keeping an eye on the needs and desires of customers.
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